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nus thesis presents new ca,cepts for • in 
'lhese ca ,oepts are l'Xl008d in order to 
develcp gujdelines which bria;Je • en;ineer in 
establislu.Jl1 inspectia1, repair, rehabilitation am replacement 
priorities. 
exists to develop relatively simple after-fracture 
analytical 11.odels as wall as an ~itional ratirg level, in aajition 
to the AASHIO Operatirg ard Invento:ey levels, which wcul.d evaluate 
'Ihia paper mqgasts a Ra.tin; level am. ca.oentrates mainly 
an the -related analytical 11.:dels am p 
• 
'lhe an-rent technique of cc:11pztirq a Ratirq Factor for each 
ne,tber of a bridge is not ca,sidered practical for application to 
Rmt11dan..y Patirg. In view of the mldl ioore caiplex analytical 
11.:dels required, the ,av,1 ratirg analysis methods necxi to be 
silrplified for practical ,,se. 'Ihe approach used in this thesis is to 
the reqaiirecents of the alternate load path in tel:ms of a 
Rml.DKlarLy Rat1rg Factor eqwml to unity for a given ratirq vehicle, 
nnater of lanes loaded, etc. 
'lhe alternate load path is evaluated in tezms of both ~ 
am sm:viceability. 'lhe ~ requite,ent is b!sed al the current 
A~ AllCMable stress am I.cad Factor Methods. 'lhe sezviceability 
)lethcd is new am is based ai 
1 
ratio. 
'Ihis research is limited to sinple span ite two-girder 
bricges with bottan lateral bracirg, ct~ bracirg·~ am top lateral 
bracirg. '1he requireiuents of these lDPlllbers are developed for the 
practical of existirg two-ghoer briQJes with this 
oonfiguratia1. 
It is ocncl.ooed that serviceability is ally a factor if a very 
Ioad Factor Method res1J ts in a lower required area of bottan lateral 
diagmal in all cases. 'lberefore, the Ioad Factor Method controls if 
the . re&JJ tirg deflectia1 is within the limitirg defla.:tiai-to-span-
lan;Jth ratio. If the Ioad Factor Method :rasi1Jts in lm):r8 deflecticn 
than the br~ arqinaer is willirg to tolerate, the Allowable stress 
Mathcd 
0 
nranbers. 
2 
., 
. l 
1. INmOilJCI'ION 
1.1 Ba.ckgrourxi 
1.1.1 AASHro Definition of 
'!he allowable stress rar.ges which are t1sed in the design of steel 
bridges against fatigue resultllY} fran repetitive live loads depend 
on whether bridge is considered to be a ndtuxlant or 
load path structure Cl) *. Article 10. 3 .1 of the 
Bridge Specifications Cl) defines~ load paths as 
II types with nn1Jti-load paths where a sllY}le fracture • lll a 
member cannot lead to the CX>llapse'' • load path 
are defined as structure types ''where failure of a sirgle 
elenent could cause collapse''. 'Ihe ''elenent'' referred to is defined 
as a ''maih load canyirg ca:uponent subject to tensile stress''. 
As a guide to bridge ergineers, AASHIO, in Art. 10.3.l of Ref. l, 
• For exanple, AASHro classifies nn1Jti-girder bridges as 
' 
am two-girder bridges as • However, two case 
sbldies of two-girder steel bridges which suffer major f:r:acture of 
one girder show that collapse did not cxx,1r am the bridges remained 
relatively serviceable umer nonnal. highway traffic (~,~). 
AASHro examples of redunjant am load path 
• 
are based on unrealistic beliefs widely held by bridge 
* Refererx:es begin on page 169 of this report 
3 
p 
~e?rJineers en the' behavior of br~ mmi- dead ard live loads. 
'lbese beliefs are based en the 1191v,J over-sinplified· aSS\uapticms 11sed 
in the design ard ratm] of steel girder bri(i:Jes. 
In the design ard ratinJ by (l, i) of the girders of 
tt.«>-girder steel bridg'es, the two girders are oonside.rai in the ,,. 
sinplified analytical 11.xJel of the bria:.;J& t.o be the a'lly load paths 
available for transmittin.1 all vertical dead, live am inpact loads 
f1:a1l the deck, the 
• 
secxn::tary 1e1ters, S1Jdl as lateral bracirg, ard Cl.'OSS 
bracirg, are mt ass1,1.ed to participate in transmittirg vertical 
loads. Althco;Jh these 11e1ilers are, in reality, subjected to stresses 
fran the vertiral loads, they are designed basically to resist 
lateral wim loads ard to maintain rigidity of the Cl."OSS sectiai, 
partio,J arly d11rirg 
'lhis analytical 11.xiel greatly siltplifies both the design ard 
ratirq of two-girder bri<¥:JOS ard provides a lower bourd, or 
ca,servative, solution for static loadil'XJ. '!be lower boum theorem 
basicaJly says that if a 
clR)lied static loads, it am safely caay at least this 111ldl load. 
'lherefore, a caiservative (often overly ~tive) design or 
ratirq I 1S achieved withalt nm to oonsider the 
three d1,,ensiaVll. -...___.._,cm of all the bri&Je ca1p:nents. 
li:JWevelt, it shaud be rx>ted, the sinplified analytical 11.:xiel 
4 
V 
. ~ 
-~ IeaJJt in unsafe results for dynamic loadirq. '1he stresses am 
( displacements due to static loadin;J ll'OJSt be n11Jtiplied by,' a dynamic 
load factor to ciJtain the true stresses am displacements due to 
dynamic loacimJ (~). 
1.1.3 AASHro Ratirg Proce.b,res 
Bri&1oo are rated at two levels (i) : 
Absolute maxim11D permissible load 
level for the bridge. 
2. Ratirg IBVel.: 'Ihe ''oormal '' capacity of the bridge, 
rapzasenti?XJ the maxi:nn load level which may safely traverse the 
for an in::Jefinite period of time. 
A1QfIO bri~ rati rgs are based m the stan:iani H or HS loadi.rg, or 
am of the three typical tnJck loadirq oonfiguratia,s shown in Fig. 1 
(.t). 
Bria;ies are rated at the two levels ooted above usirg al8 or both 
of two methcds (J) : 
1. Allowable stress Mathcd: 'Iba sillplified 11Mml of the bria1e 
is analyzed Ulder seIVioe dead, live ani inpact load 
ca11binatioos (l) usirg linear elastic theory. 'Ihe live load 
Ratirg Factor (RF) for a neat>er is determined such that the 
maxi:n,:nn stress in the ne,ber does ~ exceed the specified 
allowable stress. 
For exanple, for rxra::a,posite bridge giniers the RF's for both the 
Operatirg am Inventory levels are given by (J) , . 
5 
__ ....., 
(1.1) 
fall• Allowable strass 
- Dead load strass 
• Live plus :rupact load stress (caused by ratin;J vehicle) 
Different allowable sb:esses are used for the ~tin;J am Inventory 
Ratirq levels. 
2. Ioad Factor Method: si 111plified 11aiel of the bridge 
is analyzed U1 der factored dead, live am .Lnpact load 
a:a1binatia1S (.!) usirg linear elastic them:y. 'Ihe live load 
Ratin;J Factor (RF) ·(le 
such that the load 
effe::L (l::>eniin;J nanent, for exanple) 
of the :maubor ( in::ludirg a st:ren:Jth ?.'8iuctiai factor) • 
For exaJ11:»le, for ite bridge girders the RF for the Operatirg 
Ratirq level is given by (J) , 
RF= 4su -/rf 
')'L(Lt-I) (1.2) 
where, ~ • Strergth Reductiai Factor 
Su = Ml al r stren.;Jth (:maxiuum naaent capacity, for exanple) 
D • Dead load effect (bend.in; 0011ent, for exanple) 
Lt-I • Live load plus iJll)ael effect (bemirq nanent. for exanple) 
'YD • Ioad factor for dead load= 1.3 
1' L =- Ioad factor for live plus ilzpact loads == 1. 3 
~ CX>nespading RF for the InventoJ:y RatinJ Ieyel. is, 
6 
.,. 
0 
1.1.4 Need for 
C~u - 1.JDJ 
RF = (3/5) 
l.3(L+-I) 
Ratirq 
(1.3) 
Ratirgs are perfonued for bria;;Jes 
in which the sbplified analytical JOOdel ,,sed in the design is still 
c!l=Plicable for rat.in;. '!hat is, except for corrosia, damage, limited 
fatigue crac1d.rg, missirq rivets, bent flaBJ89, etc., the 
camectivity of the nenbers is essentially the SaJoe as 
that aSS1»ued in the design. For this reasa1, the assunptions a1 load 
distrihttiai, etc. , are vh t,ia_J ly identical even th:u#1 significant 
charges in traffic corrlitioos may have oo:,1rred. 
A vastly different sitliatiai arises as a result of fract,,re of a 
main load ranyirg 1l'Sl1ber such as one of the gimers of a sinple span 
two-gimer brick"je. In this case the an:l live loads are 
redistritutm in mJCh a way that the 
(.§). 
,_ 
cases, to fini si1itable alternate load paths whidl bypass the 
fracb11ed girder, mt this ~ts a 111Jdl different analytical n.:>del 
than that ,wed in the traditicnll AASHlO ratirq analyses (1). 
Also diffmatt is the e,qect.atiCl'l that after fzact:11re oa:,1:rs the 
bricqe shalld caitinue to :turx::ticn imefinitely mder oo:rmal traffic 
ca'rlitia1a. Al~ the f1.act,1red brid]e should be e,q,ected to 
:furx:tim mder rxmnal daily traffic o:niiticms mitil the f1.acti1re is 
7 
l 
' I 
I 
short. (day, wek, 11.:>nth) in relation to the usual life -~ ---- of 
a briciJe (many years) • Recelit experierx:s Sl¥};Jests that the f1.acture 
wail.d be detected within a relatively short. period of time either as 
a result of excessive deflectiC11S, other visible signs of distress, 
or d11rirYJ bri&Je ma ·i ntenar.ce am/ or inspection (.2, ~) • 
'lbere is clearly the rn:d. for an additional ratin'J level which 
wail.d ackiress bri&Je 
scenario. '1he tenn 
with respect to a partia1l ar fracture 
Patirxj (RR) level is zsuggested (~). 
'1he prqx,scd RR \vall.d be pe:rfo:tned alag with the Operatin'J am 
Inventcn:y RatmjS of an existin;J two-girder steel bridge. 'Ihe,·-RR can 
be based m either a 'NOrst case fracture scenario or on one or 100re 
plausible fi.act,,re scenarios as revealed by design oaditiais am,lor 
inspectia,s for fatigue crackin;J (~). 'Ihe RR proc«b,re develq:,ed 
here is based a1 a worst case fracture scenario. 
1.2 PreviOJS Research 
Heins ard Kato conllJCted an investigatiai of load redistrib.rtia, 
.. in macked girders (2) • '1he st,Jdy fOCIJsed a1 two-girder bridges 
where cne gil:der is assau,ei to be fracb1red near midspan. It is 
cacl.,Dn that the inf11Jero1 of the bot:tan lateral bracin'J a1 load 
:redistritution is significant. Further, the study cx,ncl1~ that 
utilizatia1 of the secaxlary 1&e11bers ( ct'OSS bracllrJ am bottan 
lateral· bracllrJ) effectively creates 
bridges •. 
8 
in two-girder 
,) 
Dmiels, Wilsa1 am Olen ccnluctEd theoretical research into the 
behavior of two-girder.steel bridges follc,wirg a nearly full-depth 
midspan fracture of cne of the girders (.§). 'Ihe sbldy shows that as 
the fraclJJT«i girder deflects m~ the loads, fonBJ are transmitt.Erl 
into the bottan lateral bracin; system. 'Ihese fonxs are transmitted 
thraJgh the et.oos bracirg to the deck whidl is subjected to in-plane 
bemilXJ. '!he deck is also subjectai to torsion due to differential 
displacen.ent between the two girders. '!he sbldy shows that the 
behavior of the si11erstrucb1:re is quite ca1plex and 
involves the iooal interactioo between all the ,...,...,.~ 
'Iha analyses perfo:cned led to an U1&ll:st.am1TXJ of load 
radistriblticn in t\\10-giJ:der bridges with a fl.acbJred girder and to 
the idetttificatia, of the altamate load paths that develop. 'Iha 
sbldy dsvel~ a linear elastic analytical 
11sed l,.f br~ erqinaers to prcportioo the bat.tan lateral and cross 
bracirq systa1• to enstJ1"8 in the event of a near 
full-depth :midspan fract1Jre of cne girder. 'Ihe design exanple of a 
sillple span two girder bria;,a shews that the requited ream 
be provided with a relatively smal 1 in=:rease in the sizes of the 
bottaD lateral bracirg 11e1t>ers. 
Daniels, Wilsa1 and Kim diso1ssEXi the iutx)rtance of the results 
of zesearch into rei11dan.,y for the ratirg of existirg bridges (1). 
'1he ai=proach rexlllltemed in that rl!IX)rt is to identify the existin; 
viable alternate load path ( s) · for the existirg bridge. For each of 
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these load paths the live load ratin;J wculd be caloJJ ated usin;J the 
Ball.a pi.ilosqtiy ccntained in the present AASHro MaJ'llal (i). It is 
observed that proble111s arise beca11se the alternate load path(s) may 
not be ca,plete or may .have severe load level or fatigue 
restrictioos, primarily beca,,se they ttJere not originally designEd for 
the p1--rpose of providirg 
• 
' 
Dmi.els, He;a:c Ly, Kim ~ Wilsoo. presented new correpts for 
in twt,-girder steel bri&}es (_a). 'Ihis repc>rt 
proposes a tes mainly a1 the 
related analytical 1,odels am procaiures which are nar to the brici;e 
ergineer. 'Ihe ~ su;R'e&ted is to 
the alternate load path in teDOs of a 
the J:eqt.J1xe,ents of 
Ratirg factor eqt ,a1 · 
to unity for a given ratirq vehicle, ruJJDber of lanes loaded, etc. 
'lhe report shows how the reqt1iranents of the bottan lateral bracm] 
in terns of both 
seJ:Viceability. 
1. J CJ:>j ecti ve am Scx,pe 
'Ihe objective of this research is to develop the of 
the sEXXnmry 11e1nbers needed to provide a da9ired level of 
in two-girder steel brick]es. 'lhe bridge ergineer can establish 
inspecticn, repair, rehabilitatia1 am replacement priorities by 
ocmp,rm] the req11irenents of 1ua1ters for a given. level of ra.,,udarcy 
'!he scxp of this research is limited to simple span 
10 
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ra-ca1posite b«>-girder bri&les with bottan lateral bracirg ,,., cross 
\.,· 
bracirg, am top lateral bracirg. 'Ihe bottan am top lateral bracin; 
are aSS1u1ed to be X-shaped. 'Iha raquiranents of these members are 
develq:>e:i for the practical Ian1f! of existirg two-gimer bridges with 
this caifiguratia,. 
• 
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2. RATING 
Traditialal. AASHIO design am ratirg of a two-girder steel bridge 
deals with two unfracbr-red girders. Ratirq deals with one 
unfract•ired girder am one fmctc,rai girder. 'Ihe probability of both. 
girders f1.acb1rirq sin11J taneoJSly or a,a girder containirg "twt:> 
is ass aued to be lOltl ~ not to be a 
consideratiCl'l. 
2 .1 Alternate I cad Path Cctx:ept 
be possible, the structure· nu1st 
contain at least one viable alteznate load path, which 1lllSt be 
I 
i 
""• I 
capable of safely supportirg the specified dead am live loads as ··, 
well as 11B serviceability of the deck followirg fracb1re of 
one of the two girders. A viable alteznate load path necrls to be 
fourd for various two-girder bridge types. '!his 
~1,m sei::x:nja:ry 1,embers such as lateral bracin:J, cross bracin:J, 
with the fracbrred ani unfract11Im girders iray be ~luded in the 
alternate load path. For the bri~ CD'lfiguraticn dealt with in this 
research, the alternate load path oonsists of the bottan lateral 
bracirg, ctoss bracirq ani top lateral bracirg • 
12 
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2.2 ~Ed Definitioo of R(rdludan::y 
term ra:budan:-y 11sai in this :research refers to the 
l<Bi path as 
was 
prq>esed in Ref. 8 which took into aCCXXll'it the need for a viable 
n alternate load pa.th as disoJssed in the previous section: 
REdlllidant Load Path structure: New, existin;J, or rehabilitated steel brid;es where at least a1e alternate load path exists am is capeble of safely srqp,rtin;J the specified dead am live loads am · serviceability of the deck follc::,winJ the fract,,re of a main load canyin;J meuter. 
'!be intentia1 of this research is to develop the~- of the 
11e1t>ers cx11prisin;J the alternate load path to satisfy this 
definiticn. 
2 • 3 unit Red\u darcy Ratin;J Factor 
'lhe current technique of CXltp.ltirg a Ratirg Factor for each 
nert>er of a bri&;,e is rm caisidered practical for awlication to RR. 
In view of the nJCh nr:,re o:1a1,1ex analytical mdels required, the 
11si,aJ ratirg analysis ar,pioadl mods t.o be sinplified for practical 
'JSe. Also, many existirg rrn:,c:a1p,site two-gil.'der steel bridges will 
likely yield a R£dt1rdan:.,y Ratin;J Factor (RRF) of zero or less (i.e. 
the br~ canrx,t S\JRX)rt its own dead load after fracture of a 
girder) • nus is te211se either the Daubers am CXl1118Ctions of the 
altemate load path carn,t astyY the :cequi1ed loads or no si1itable 
altmnate load path can be fond. An RRF of zero is of little 11se to 
13 
rehabilit.aticm am zeplacenent priorities. 
ergineer is 100:re likely in kncwirg what 
altemate load path are nec»SSa:ry to achieve the required level of~ 
• 
An altemate ai:p:roadl, ale that 1110:re directly meets the needs of 
the bri~ erqineer' 
altemate load path in tams of an RRF eqtJaJ to unity for a given 
ratirq vehicle, mmlber of lanes loaded, etc (~). 
classificatias as well as bridge inspecticri, repair, rehabilitaticri 
ard replacement priorities can D:>ra easily be established in tenos of 
the resultm} MqLJi reuents of the alternate load path. 
Ratirg Methods 
'!he altemate load path is evaluated in te.Ims of both 
am S8lViceability (~). 'Ihe ~ requira1ent is based cm the 
a1rrent MSHro Allowable stress ard load Factor Methods (J). 'Ihe 
serviceability requi ra1ent is new am is based a1 a permissible in-seivice after-fracture deflectia1 aoo;or slope of the deck. Both are ' t f 1· 't' in 4nms o a ,m, irg 
deflectia1-to-span-lerglh ratio. 'Ihe establishment of a 
serviceability tequi re1ent is a.rt.side the scx:pe of this Iesearch, 
althcu#l reascnable values are SUJ:Jestai in.Article 3.4.4. 
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of the Alternate load Path 
'lhe suitable alternate load path which in:x>rporates both the 
l.mfractured am fracbired girders must carry the requjred dead, live 
am ivpact loads safely am prevent excessive deflections in order to 
maintain after-fiact,1:re serviceability of the deck. 'lhe alternate 
load path for si nple span two-girder bridges therefore must contain 
C.S) • 
1. A horizcritaJ plane mar the tq> of the girders which provides 
lateral stiffness am strerqth am which is connectEn to the 
bearirgs thra1gh vertical planes at the ems of the girders. 
2. A horizcrital plane near the tottan of the girders which 
dsvel.q.s the fora!& releascxi at the f.tacture. 
3. Vertical planes at regular intel:vals alaq the span which 
oamact the t.op am Lat:tan horizontal planes. 
are shown sdlematically in Fig. 2 for the 
• bria;,e ccmfiguratim CCl'lSideled in this research. '1he horizontal 
plane at the tq, of the gil:ders is provided by a tq) lateral bracirg 
systan for a rarar(X)Sita two-girder steel bridge. 'Ihe horizontal 
plane at the bot.tan is provided by a bottan lateral bracirg system. 
'Iha vertical planes are provi&d by cross bracin:1 as shown in the 
figure. '!he vertical planes oaild be providai by cross f:cames or 
ait these CXllfiguraticms are mt cansidered in this 
Figure 3 a typical lateral bracirg system 
ccmfiguratiai. It consists of n equal 1~ panels where the len;th 
15 
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defined by the distance betwaan t"1D adjacent 
vertical planes. 'Iha girder spacinJ is s and the span len;Jth is ~ as 
shewn in the figure. 'Iha tap lateral bracinJ functions like a truss 
am llllSt CX11Sist of web 11a1ilers as shcwn in the figure plus dlonl 
111e11ters. '1he girder flarqes functioo as the chord of the truss. For 
this reascn the top lateral brac.inJ lllJSt be ooar ernigh to the top 
flarges in order to efficiently develop the foroes in the diagonal 
Similarly Fig. 4 shCMS a typical bottan lateral brac.inJ system 
Calfiguratiat. Except for the midspan fracture of the bat.tan fl~e 
. of the f1acb11 oo. girder, the geanetric cxnfiguratia, of the top ard 
bat.tan lateral brac.inJ systaus are similar. 'lhe bot.tan lateral 
bracirg DllSt be near en:u;j1 to the bat.tan flarges in order to develop 
Figure 5 shews typical variations of top and bottan lateral 
bracinJ CXllfiguratioos. 
Exanples of ctoos bracirg and truss brac.inJ CXllfigurations whidl 
provide the vertical planes are shewn in Fig. 6. 
'lhera are many ocmfiguratia,s of existinJ two-girder bria1es. 
Fig. 7 ( a) shcwa a o 1111a1 exa111.J.e of a brid:]e with ct:oss bracinJ 
pravid.in:.J the vertical planes. '!his is a ca111a1 bridge oonfiguratia1 
for axisti rg two-girder steal bridges. sane bridges may rx,t cart:ain 
a. or more of the three For 
exanple, Fig. 7 (b) shawa a 1XD.X11posite two-girder bri&.;Je with truss 
brac.inJ. Many bridges with this CXl'lfiguratiai do rx,t have a top 
16 
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lateral bracirg system. In order 
, a tq> lateral bracirg system can be installai. It is 
likely that these tcp laterals can be locatai at a level just below 
the tq> £larges of the strirgers as shown in the figure. 
A two-girder steel bria;Je which does oot possess the three basic 
o:a,p:nmts requited for the alternate load path is oonsidexed to be 
:rrm:a:budant. It is assi,ne:i, however, that meet existirg bridges c.an 
be made rtkbir.:lant with the installation of the required 
A bottan lateral bracirq system is a requitauent for 
for arrt sllll)le span two-girder bridge. '1he bottan lateral bracirq 
systan is the cx:111aient of the alternate load path which develq;)S the 
to develop 
17 
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3 .1 cacpiter lcdel 
A cc:111uter nlOOel was develCl)Sd to assist in the develcpnent 't of 
the requi rauents of the bottaa lateral bracirg system. '!he 11.:xlel 
develqm was :t:ssed en the briaJf! in Ref. 10. A croos secticm of the 
bricxJe flUI Ref. 10 showirg the 
a (a) • An elevation viE!'# showirg the in,prismatic girders is shown in 
Fig. S(b). '!he span len;th is 150 ft. For this partio1Jar span of 
the briaJe in Ref. 10, the flan;e splice is at q,arterspan as rx:>ted 
in the figure. '!he bria;Je has X-shaped tcp am bottan lateral 
bracirg as shown in Fig. S(c). '!he girder spacirg is 18 ft. Cross 
bracirg spac!n1 is 20 ft. except for the two midspan panels wtlere it 
is 15 ft. as shown in Fig. S(c). '!he floo:t:boam spacirg is 10 ft. 
'!he ca11:uter sbxJies were perfonned usirg 
the Ccm1:uter Aided F.rqineerirg Ial:oi:atory facility at Fritz 
ard the GIS'IHJDL finite elanent analysis 
'Iha •t:pnL boudary ocniitiais ,woo for the cxa,piter 11.:>del are 
shown in Fig. 9(a). For slll)licity, the ~i~ is shewn with five 
panels of bot.tan lateral bracirg. 'lhe a11pnts are in a horizaitaJ 
plane at the level of the bottan lateral bracirg. 'Iha three 
horizaltaJ sharln resi1J t in an externally statically 
'lhese SI~ 
- cxn1itiais reaJ3t in no horizaitaJ reactim fOl:PGS am synmet.ric 
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cxrditia111 are shewn in Fig. 9(b). Vertical S1JRX>rts are pzovided at 
each em of the two girders. 
to be the a'll.y system available to develq> the forces released at the 
fiacb,re. 'lharefore the areas of the CIOSs bracin:J diaga,als am the 
top lateral braci.rg are ra:hlcm to nearly zero (0.001 in2). 'Ihe 
110081 is also adjusted to prevent a:ey relative m:,vement between the 
two girders so that forc,es in the bottcm lateral diaga1als can be 
develq:,ai. '!his is acrall.)lishm by the followirg two adjustments 
wnich a:re also shewn in Fig. 10: 
1. Irct:easirg the :nanent of inertia of the l.Ulfractured girder 
bJttcn flange alxut its major axis to practically infinite (106 
I 4) lJ1 • 
2. In::.t.easirg the area of the cross bracirg horizontal to 
practically infinite (106 in2) • 
'Ihese adjustments pievait m:,va1ent of the girders bottan 
flarges so that all of the forcas relea~ at the 
develq:,ai by the bottan lateral bracmj diagooaJs. 
'Iha ca cr.-.te deck am flooz:teams are ca1Sidered as dead load 
all.y. '1he dead load is transferral to the two gi?:ders by deck link 
lllBl•iers as shewn in Fig. 11. 
in Fig. 12. A am11ery of the finite elanents 11sed for the Jre11ters is 
shewn in Table 1. 
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,. In the oa1pl'ter 1uooel the f1acture is aSSt uned to exterd ~ 
the bottan (tensiai) flarge am t:hn:u;Jh the full tN8b depth as shown 
in Fig. 13. 'Iba tq> (cc:11pressiai) flarge is asan1ed t.o be intact ard 
capable of 18Sistin;;J the i:anainirg after-ftact,,:re ca,pressive force 
in the.girder ard the relatively small live load shear at midspan. 
the girder \\W> as shown in the 
figure so the fl.acbrre can easily be DOJed t.o different locations. 
3.2 Allowable stress Method 
'Iba initJal developnent of the Allowable stress Method considers 
a'lly the case of midspan fract11re of a1e of the girders. Fquatioos 
for the fo:t:ces ard oo~irq- IeqtJired areas of the bot.tan lateral 
diaga,als are develcprl for'midspan fracture. 'nleS8 equations are 
then 111crlified t.o take into acx:nnrt: the effect of different fracture 
• scenarios. 
Figure 14 sho,is a two-girder bria;Je with five panels of ard 
bot.tan lateral bracin;;J. In the figure the girder spacirg is s, the 
' girder depth is d am the span lergth is ~ • ,. 'lhe ru niter of panels of 
,-
tq> ard bot.tan lateral b?:acin;;J is n. 'lhe areas of all the lx>ttan 
lateral di~aal 11ehrs shown in Fig. 14(a) are aSFA1n.od t.o be ecp,al. 
'Iba loads ard reactiaw actin;;J a1 the f1act11red unfract,,red 
girders are shown in Fig. 15. 'lba weight of the ~-~·- is aSStnned 
t.o be arplied as a lmifonn line load, w, ai each gimer. 'Ihe 
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:resultant of the live loads is aSS1.nted to be at midspan. 'Ihe 
fraction of total live, L, 
girder is @· 'Iherefore {1(L+I) arx:l (1-(3) (Lf-I) are the :resultant 
~~~ ... 1119"!!!11ted live loads located at midspan of the fractured arxl 
unfract,,red girders respectively. 'Ihe unfract, ired girder • 1S 
Sl.Jl'POrted at points A arx:l B arx:l·the fracb,red girder's supports are 
located at points c arx:l D as shown in the figure. By synunetry, the 
:resultin;J :reactions at c arx:l Don the fractured girder are equal. 
'lhe :reactions are fourd by SUil111lUYJ nauents about line AB alorg the 
unfract,,re:i girder arx:l are shown in Fig. 15. 
After midspan fract,1re ocx:urs, the force awlied to the bottan 
flarge of the fract,,red girder on half the span by the bottan latera..1 
bracin;J.diagonals is [F = F1 + F2 + F3 as shown in Fig's. 14(b) arx:l 
(c). Although the cross bracirg may also apply supportin;J forces to 
the fractured girder these forces are ignored, which is consistent 
with the lower bourrl app:roa.ch (.2). 'Ihe force [F calo,Jated on the 
• is, 
of zero bemin;J narent at midspan of the fractured girder 
1 w9..2 
[F = F + F + F = -1 2 3 d 8 
+ 
@(Id-I)~ 
(3.1) 
4 
'lhe summation of fcm:,as, LFBL' of each of the l:xJttan lateral diagonal 
members on half the span is equal to o<(LF), where o(is the ratio of 
the lergth of a bottan lateral diagonal 11e11ber to the lergth of the 
:panel. SlJbstitutin;J this into Fq. 3.1, the,c,fOI'CeS in the .b.Jttan 
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la~ diagonals must sum up to, 
[F = ~ 
BL d 
w~2 ~L+-I)~ 
+ 
8 4 (3 .2) 
Forces F1 arxi F2 are each developed by two bottom lateral 
diagonals, one in tension arxi one in catpression as shown in Fig. 
14(c). '!he force F3 is developed by only one member in tension. 
Sb¥3jes show that the forces in the diagonal menlbers decrease fran 
midspan to the erxl of the girder (.§, 1) • '!hat is F 1 > F 2 > F 3 • 'Ihus, for aSSt n1e:i equal areas of the diagonal menbers, the required area as 
governed by tension is by the tension fotce in the 
diagonals at midspan as shown in Fig. 14(c). Similarly the required. 
area as gOV'emed by cau~ression is by the cacpressicm 
force in the diagonal in the adjacent panel, as shown in.the figure. 
Consider, for nCM, only the tension force in the bot.tan lateral 
diagonals at midspan. If all diagonals had equal fo:i:ces, the force 
in the diagonal at midspan would be that given in F,q. 3.2 divided by 
n. 
~isc:,1ssed above, Fq. 3.2 can be 111,Jtiplied again by a ooetticiant v. ' j 
Since the coefficient vis different for dead am for live load 
effects, the· coefficient can be separated into a ooeff;pient for dead 
load, v0 , an:i a coefficient for live load, vL. 'Ihus the dead load 
force, FBIO' an:i live load plus impact force, FBI;r,' in the tension ~ 
diagonal at midspan are given by, 
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o<wj2 
.::b FBIO • * (3.3) 8d n 
(3.4) 
'Ihe extreme values of vD an:i vL can be detennined as follows. If 
the two girders are assumed to have infinite cross sectional areas, 
have equal forres (.§,1). In this case vD = vL = 1.0. Similarly if 
the bJo girders are assumed to have zero cross sectional areas vD = 
vL = n and the tension force in the diagonals at midspan cany all of 
the loads. All other diagonals have zero forces. In what follows, 
values of vD an:ivL between these two lbnits will be established for 
practical two-girder bridges. 
3.2.2 Required Area for Midspan Fracture 
As in:ilcated in Art. 2.3, the cq::proach used in this :researd1 for 
the afte.r-ftacture evaluatiai of an existiig two-girder steel bridge 
is to 
of an RRF equal to Wlity. 'Ihe follc::Min;J Ratirq Factor for the 
Allowable stress Mathcxi was pi:eviously given in F.q. 1.1, 
RF= (3.5) 
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'1he stresses in the midspan bottan lateral diaga,als fran F,q's. 3.3 
ard 3.4 are, 
·"" I 
f = D 
f -L 
where ~•area of bot.tan lateral diaga,al. 
S\lbstitutin;J the above equatiais into F,q. 3.5, the RRF for the 
midspan bottan lateral diaga,als is, 
RRF = ~ n (3. 6) 
fall -
\ 
n 
'lhe required area is fam:i by settin;J t.he RRF eg.ua1 to unity. 
Settin;J Eq. 3. 6 equal to a 1a, the requj red area, AaL, 
lateral diagaeJ :matiJers for midspan f1acture is, 
o<\ Required 11D:, = (v0w'i + 2vL~ [L+I]) (3. 7) 
. Sdnfall 
'Ihe force, Fm,, 
fond by m1Jtiplyirg both sides of F.q. 3. 7 by the allowable stress, 
fall' 
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(3.8) 
3.2.3 Appropriate v Factors 
Practical values of v0 an:i vL ncxxi to be determinsi by study~ 
/ nm81 b3sed on the bridge in Ref. 10 ani described in Art. 3.1, to 
determine the variation in v0 ani vL for typical bridges with this 
configuration ani midspan fiacture in~. 
several bridges based on Ref. 10 were 
analysis, ooverin:J practical rarges of span lergth am number of 
panels of lateral brae.in:], wt maintainirg the 18 foot girder spacin; 
of the bridge in Ref. 10. 
spans of 100, 150 arxi 200 feet. '1he span le.rgth to girder depth 
ratio (9/d) was kept constant at 15. '!be X-shaped bottan lateral 
bracin; is shown in Fig. l6(a). '!be same relative location of flarge 
splice, at qtiartel'.sJ?an, is maintained as shown in Fig. l6(b). 'lhe 
number of panels am the aSS1med area, Aar,, of bottaD lateral bracirg 
diagonals were varied in each 11cdel. 1)3tails of the bridges 11sed in 
Eighteen different cases 
' 
are 11.:rleled as shown in the table. 
tension at 
midspan proves to be 100:re critical than the governirg ca11pression 
'!hat is, when the tension diagonal ·is at its allowable tensile 
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stress, the diaga,aJ is always below its allowable 
caipressive stress a881m,:IRJ that it is b:t:acEd at mid-len;t:h by the 
tensicri d1aga,al in that panel. 'lherefo:re pa:rmnetric sttx3ies were 
sinple expressicn1 for v0 am vL for the 
tensia1 d:laga,al-s at midspan for the above 18 cases • 
• ValllOS of v0 am vL were obtained by S11l:stitutirq the values of 
F BT O am FBI 1, fran the ca,p.iter outp.It into Eq, s. 3 • 3 am 3 • 4 • 'Ihese 
thirty six values of v O am v L are plotted as a function of the 
stiffness paracneter ~ am the nunber of panels, n, in Fig's. 17 am 
18. 
Where, ~ ~ = 3~ 
0( "f 
is a functia1 of the ratio of the axial 
stiffness of a bottan lateral bracirg diaga,al menber to the · axial 
stiffness of the effective area, Af, of the bottan flan:Je, 
-\t41ere, Af = Af + 0.3~ 
Af = Average area of ooe girder batt:aD flarge 
~ = Area of girder web 
Usirq a trial am error procahJre am the ccn1 i ticn 
that the RRF DJSt eqa,al unity, the cw:ves in Fig's. 17 am 18 were 
11scxi together with F.q. 3. 7 to o:mpite the points plotted in Fig's. 19 
am 20. 'Ihe procecbire is as follows. Fil:st an Aar, is aSStmed. With 
this value of Aar,, ~ is calc,1Jated am values of v0 am vL are 
a,tained f:ccn Fig's. 17 ard 18. 'lhese values of v0 am vL are then 
siltstituted into Eq. 3. 7 am the, reqi1ired Aar, is caJa,Jated. 'Ihe 
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·~aSS1n1ed value of~ is then cafpared to the required value. '!his 
process is continued until convergence of the assuxce:i am required 
~. !his procedure is performed for the six canbinations of span 
len;Jt.h am number of panels 11sed in the st,cy as shown in Table 2 • 
.. 
'lhe CXlefficients vD am vL are plottm for two assumed values of 
allowable stress in Fig's. 19 am 20 as a fun::tion of the three 
different span lergths used in the study, am with two values 9f n 
/ for each ·span len;;Jth. 
'lhe straight lines shown in Fig's. 19 am 20 represent a 
conseIVative best fit of the data points. '!hey can also be ,1sed to 
the CXlefficients vD am vL for other practical span len;rths 
allowable stresses. 'lhe equations of these straight lines is as 
follC1NS, 
v0 = 0.8 + 0.36,t/fall 
VL = 0.8 + 0.36~fall 
(3. 9) 
(3 .10) 
where ~ is in feet an:i fall is in ksi. 
Table 3 shows a ca,p,rison of the required ~ usin; the data 
points in Fig's. 19 am 20 to the results obtained usin"J F.q's. 3.9 
am 3.10. For :rcMS *2 an:i *4 the values oo the :rcMS labeled 
analysis'' were cal c,1] ated usirg the data points. 'Ihe 
values below these were calpltEd usirg the CXlefficients v0 am v1 
given by F.q's. 3.9 am 3.10. A similar procedure is 11sed to 
the requited areas in :rcMS *l an:i *3. 'lhe four levels of 
allowable stress were chosen to if F.q's. 3.9 am 3.10 wa.ild 
provide results reasonably close to those obtained by carpiter 
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analysis for practical rmges of fall. '!he siDplified equaticris 
:rea,Jt in miservative estbnates of Am,, ard are within 91 of the 
ca11:uted value. 
'!he ra&i~lts of the equatiaw for midspan fl·acture of one of the 
girders are checked for eadl of the six bri~es with the canbinatiais 
of span leJYJ'th ard n shewn in Table 2. 'lhe i:equited area of bottan 
is inp.tt into the ca,p.iter model for eadl of the six canbinatia,s of 
span len;, th ard n n11ber of panels. '!he resul tirg botta.n lateral 
forces for the six bridges are shown in Fig's. 2l(a) thru (f). 
results of this cxa,p.iter cutpJt are S\D11uarized in Table 4. 
maxinn t.ansile stress is belOltl the allowable of 27 ksi for five of 
the six· brid}es as shewn in Table 4A. '!here is a slight avezstress 
in the 200 ft. bridge with thirteen panels. As expected, the midspan 
is DD:re cri tie'-8 l than the governirg canpressia1 
djaga,a] for all six brid:]es. '!he ratio of the maxi:nvnn CX111pressive 
stress to the max1:nDll tensile stress in a bot.tan lateral diagonal for 
eadl of the six briaJeS is shown in Table 4B. 
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.• 3.2.4 Critical Fracture Scenarios 
' Everythir:g done up to this point considers only the case of 
midspan fracture of one of the gimers. A ca,piter sbldy is 
am described in Art. 3 .1, to 
scenarios than the midspan fracture. Fractures are introduced in panels other than at midspan on three of the • S1X bridges. 'lhe area of bottan lateral diagonal 11sed for each fracture 
scenario is the required area for midspan fracture as calo1J atai in Eq' s. 3. 7, 3. 9 ani 3 .10. Table 5 shows the results of this study. 
3. 2. 4 .1 Required Area as Govenied by Tension 
Examination of Table 5A shows that the critical 
as governed by tension is either midspan fracture or f1.acture in the panel adjacent to midspan. 'lhe biggest in::rease in maximum tensile 
stress for a fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan is in the 100 
ft. bridge with seven panels. 'lhe inxease is small (2%) ani the 
maxim1JU tensile stress is still belCM fall. 
A sbldy is perfollled to the effect of ~ a1 the differen:s in the maxi:nn:un tensile stress between midspan fract,1:re ani 
adjacent to midspan f1.actt,re. tJR:)er ani lower bool"Ds of the required ~ for RRF = 1.0 for midspan fracture (Eq's. 3.7, 3.9, am 3.10) are i.np.It into the catplter m:del. 'lhe 1JR)8r ani lower banrls are ±25% 
of the requin.d ~· 'lhe results of the sbldy are shown in Table 6. 
'lhe lower bourxi area results in an irx::1:ease of 6.3% in the maximun 
tensile stress of a bot.tan lateral diaga,al. 'Iherefore, to aCXX1U1t 
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-~or the possible in:zease in stress due to fracture in the panel 
adjacent to midspan, an amplification factor is nEXXied. A 
conse:tVative amplification factor of i = 1.1 is suggested. ~~ 
'Ihe required area of bottan lateral diagonal as govenied by 
tension, for the critical fracture scenario, is obtained by nOOjfyinJ 
Eq. 3.7 by the amplification factor, 
~= (3 .11) 
where v0 arxi vL are calo1lated fran Eq's. 3.9 arrl 3.10. 
3 • 2 • 4 • 2 Maxim.nu ca,~ressi ve stress 
Examination of Table SB shows that the critical 
as governed by caupression is fracture in the first interior panel. 
'!his f:tacb,:re scenario is staldied for all six bridges with the 
results sin,anarized in Table 7. Fran this data it can be seen that 
ca,pression is 11cst critical for shorter spans with highe."r values of 
o<. 'Ihe llK'.)S't critical case is the 100 ft. span with seven panels. 
It 1lllSt rDil be dlecked to see if cc11pression governs for this 
case. 'Ihe l:A.Jckl.irg model of the ca1pression diagonal, considerin:J it 
to be braCEd at mid-len]th by the tension diagonal , is shown in Fig. 
22. 'Ihe force, PT, in the tension diagonal arrl the force, Per' in 
the ca1pression diagonal are shown in the figure. 'Ihe critical load, 
Per' of the cac1pression member abait its in-plane axis is related to 
the tension member that braces it at the center. Tests have shown 
• • that when the bt1o members have the sane size arxi are made of the same 
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material, the tension 1nember is equivalent to an unyieldirg support. 
(.U). ,. 'lhus the. caupression member buckles into a full sine wave as 
shown in the figure, at a load, Per' eq11al to four times that withoot 
'Iherefore, the lergth of the column for the bucklirg 110081 of the 
canpression diagonal is taken as L, or half of the lergth of the 
diagonal. '!he em of the cca:cpression diagonal where it 11¥3ets the. 
tension diagonal can be considered a pinned em. '!he em which 
frames into the girder is a riveted, bolted, or welded connection. 
AASHIO (.l) ~ the follC1Nirg effective lergth factors: . 
K = o. 75 for riveted, bolted, or welded connections. 
K = o.875 for pinned ems 
To be oonseIVative, use an effective lergth factor of K = 0.875. 
'Iherefo:re, the effective lergth of the caupression diagonal is taken 
as (0.875)L, where Lis half the lergth of the djagonal. 
'Ihe 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels is checked to see if 
the maximum canpressive stress in a bottan lateral diagooal as a 
result of fracture in the first interior panel excxxd.c; the allO't\1able 
carpressive stress. Usirg the Operatirg Ratirg level am aSStmiIXJ ··, 
that the yield s"t.ren3th is 36 ksi, the allowable stress for 
caupression in a concentrically loaded oolumr1 is given by, 
fall,c = 21180 - 0.67(Kt/r) 2 (3 .12) 
the bot.tan lateral diaga1al s for the bridge with 
fracture in the first interior panel are shown in Fig. 23. 'lhe 
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maxim..nn o:arp:ressi ve stress is, 
279 k 
f = = -17.4 ksi 
C 16.0 in2 
F.quatin; this stress with the allowable stress given by F.q. 3.12 
yields, 
or, 
17400 ~ 21180 - 0.67(KI/r) 2 
(KI/r) ~ 75 
'Iherefore the required radius ·of gyration for the oottan lateral 
diagonal is, 
r > K /75 = (0.875)(138 in.)/75 = 1.61 in. 
'!he requjred area as governed by tension (Eq's 3.9, 3.10, an:i 
3.11) is 17 .6 in2 • '!he 11ost econanical based,, on this 
. ~ . requ 1 rE::t.l area is, 
wr 6 x 60, A= 17.6 in2 , ry = 1.57 in. 
'lllis section is adequate for tension rut the mimimnn radius of 
gyration (1.57 in) is slightly belCM the requjrei value for 
o:anp:ression . (1.61 in). 'Iherefore, a fonra1la needs to be developed 
i 
for the maximnn 01,pressive force in a bot.tan lateral diagonal. 
'!he data fran Table 7 is fitted with CX>nSet:Vative straight lines 
as a function of o( am ~ in Fig. 24. '!he equaticn of these lines is, 
fc ~ 
. - -
- -f C 
t 
o<(0.58 - 0.0014~) (3 .13) 
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where f = maxinllm o:npressive stress due to fracture in the first C 
interior panel 
ft = maximJm tensile stress ~ to midspan fl:acture 
'lhe:refo:re, the maximJm cc.tnpression force in a bot.tan lateral diagonal 
..... 
for the critical fract:i1re in the first interior panel is given by, 
F = ~ F Btc .%c BL 
where, J0 is given by F.q. 3.13 
(3.14) 
FBL is fran F.q. 3.8, with v0 am vL fran F.q's 3.91 am 3.10. 
'Ihe design en:;,ineer can check if the existin;J bot.tan lateral diagonal 
is sufficient for this cati)ression force. If retrofittirg is beirg 
consideroo, the section chosen to satisfy RRF = 1.0 for tension 
(F.q's. 3.9, 3.10 am 3.11) can be checked if it is satisfacto:cy for 
the maximJm ca(l)ression force given by F.q. 3 .14 • 
3.3 toad Factor Method 
Figure 25 shc:,,/s the 11.:del 11sed for the load Factor Method with 
midspan fracture. It is aSS\nte:i that all of the bottan lateral 
dj aga,al s in tensioo are yielded am that all of the diagaials in 
cacp:ression are buckled. 
3. 3 .1 Required Area for Midspan Fracture 
'Ihe rnllllber of bottan lateral diagonals subjected to the total 
force [Fm, (F.q. 3.2), is (ntl)/2 as shown in Fig. 25. '!here is no 
' necxi for a coefficient, v, beca11se all the tension neubers have 
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,.,, yielded and can:y the same load. 'Iherefore · the dead load fo~, 
FBIO' and live load plus impact force, FRT;r,' in aey tension diagonal 
are given by, 
2o( w~2 
* (3 .15) 8d 
2o< ~[Li-I]~ 
* (3 .16) 4d 
'Ihe folla(N~ Ratin; Factor for the I oad Factor Method was 
previously given in Eq. 1.2, (~) 
RF= (3.17) 
In this case, 
~u = (fy) (~) 
where fy = yield stress level 
'lherefore the Ratin; Factor (RRF) for the tension bottan 
lateral diagonals is fOllrn by substitutin; Eq's. 3.15 and 3.16 into 
Eq. 3.17, 
f,hL -
Sd(n+-1) RRF = 
'lhe reqt.Jired area, Aat, of bottan lateral 
fracture is fOllrn by settin; the RRF equal to unity, 
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(3.18) 
\ 
3.3.2 Critical Fracture SCenario 
'Dl8 critical fracture scenario mi.ch creates the maximum tensile 
force in the bottan lateral diaga,al menubera neo:3s to be 
• 
Figure 26 shows the 11¥:del for the Ioad Factor Method for fracture in 
a panel other than midspan. It is aSSlu1Bd that all CC111pression 
diaga1als are bJckled an:l all tension diaga,als are yielded m the 
short side of the f:r:acture as shown in Fig. 26(a). 'Ihe number of 
tensiCl'l diaga,als to carry [F for the short span is [ (n+l)/2 - i], 
where i is them~ of panels fran midspan at wni.dl the fracture 
ocotrS as shown· in the figure. 
'ttle forces an:l reactia,s actirq on the f:r:act,1red girder, igrx:,rirg 
the cross bracirq forces, are shown in Fig. 26(b). '1he sununation of 
forces, [F, Qlied to the bottan fl~ of the fractured girder by 
the b:1ttan lateral bracirg diaga1als is caJ01Jated a1 the corrlition 
of zero bem:I~ manent at the point of fracture cm the fractured 
giroer, 
[F = [w~2(1/2-i/n)l - w/2(1/2-i/n) 2~2 + (l/2+i/n)(3(Lt-I) (1/2-i/n)~]l/d 
'1his equatiai can be sinplified to, 
w l 2 (3(Lt-I)~ 
* 
8d 4d 
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F.adi of the yielded tensic:n diaqa,als the short side of the 
fracture carry the same fo?ce. Sin:,e the mntiJer of tensicm diaga,als 
to canyLF is [(n+l)/2 - iJ am LFm, = o<[F, the maxin,nn force in a 
I 
bottan lateral tensia1 diaga,al for a fzacture in the i 'th panel is, 
F = BL 
o< [l - (2i/n) 2 ] 
[(n+l)/2 - i] + (3 .19) 
'DlerefOJ:e, the anplificatiai factor, !, to take into acca.nit the 
locatiai of fracb1re is Fm, fl:an F.q. 3.19 divided by Fm, for midspan 
f1act,,ra which is given by :Eq. 3.15 plus F.q. 3.16, 
[l - (2i/n) 2] (n+l)/2 
[ (n+l)/2 - iJ (3. 20) 
Table 8 shows the values of ! for different o:a11binations of n an:l i. 
'!he :maxinum, or very near to :maxi111nn, value of ~ occurs in the i = 
(n-3)/2 panel. 'lherefore the critical fracture scenario for the Load 
Factor Method is fracture at i • (n-3)/2 panels f:can midspan, or the 
first interior panel. 
3.3.2.1 Requizad Area 
SUbstitutmJ i = (n-3)/2 into F.q. 3.20 yields, 
!nex = o. 75(1 + ljn) (2 - 3/n) 
'lb take· into aoooauit that Lax is slightly lai:ger than the value at i 
= (n-3) /2 for lazger l1LllD!rB of panels as seen in Table a, the above 
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F,q. is noilfied slightly, 
t ,, 
~ = o. 77(1 + 1/n) (2 - 3/n) (3. 21) 
'lherefore the :required area of bottan lateral. diagonal is the value 
required for midspan fracture (F,q. 3 .18) ml tiplied by the 
anplification factor (F,q. 3.21), 
,, 
(3.22) ( . 
'!he fora,, Fm,, in each of the yielded tension diagonals is foun1 
by nultiplyirq ~h sides of F.q. 3.22 by the yield stress, fy, 
F = jmaxo<~ [f.w~ + 2/'L~(L+-I)] 
BL 4d(n+-l) D t" (3 .23) 
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3.4 Serviceability Method 
'Ihe Serviceability Method is only 11sed to dete:rmine the 
of the 
'Ihe required 
area, ~, of bottan lateral diagonal is to satisfy a 
(~IQ) lim. '!he design engineer can choose the maxiJm.Dn pernd ssible 
deflection-to-span-lf!R3tll ratio he will tolerate. 'Ihe Serviceability 
Method will tell the ergineer the required ~ to limit the 
deflection to this value. If sezviceability controls, the 
requirenents of the crass bracirxJ arxi top lateral bracm;J are fourd 
fran the Allowable stress Method equatia,s usm;J the value of FBL 
fran the Serviceability Method. 
For the Serviceability Method it is aSStn1.ed that each half span · 
of the f1.acb,1-ed girder ra11ains straight after fracture. It is also 
assi 11,ed that there is no lateral displacement of the girders. 'Ihe 
tmfractured girder is assu11Sd to re11ain straight. '1he 
of the bottclll lateral bracirxJ system are first for the 
3 • 4 .1 Required Area for Midspan Fracture 
Figura 27 ~ the dj splacement :relatia1Ships for the fracbJred 
girder arxi the bot.tan lateral bracm;J. Fran Fig. 27(a) 
seen that, 
l:l h 
- -
-9' 2d (3.24) 
where, h = horizontal displacement of fracbrnd girder at midspan as 
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'11:17,.!f. 
~J 
shown in the figure 
6. = vertical displacement of fractured ginier at midspan 
Fran Fig. 27 (b), the strain of the bottan lateral tension diagonal at 
midspan is, 
E = BL 
h/o< 
o<9/n = 
Enh 
fBL = EEBL = o<2~ (3. 25) 
Coefficients, similar to v0 ard vL in the Allowable stress 
Method, are needed for the seiviceability Method. 'Ihe coefficients 
for the 8elviceability Method are defi.rm as rD for dead load and rL 
for live plus impact. 'Ihe dead load force, Fmo' am live load plus 
i:nract force, FBIJ,' in the bottan lateral tension diagonal at midspan 
for the 8elviceability Method are found by replacirq V with r in the 
Allowable Stress Method equations (F.q's. 3.3 ard 3.4), as follows, 
8d 
o< ~(L+-I)~ 
4d 
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(3. 26) 
n 
(3.27) 
n 
' ' 
• 
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-) -. Divid1rq F.q's. 3.26 am 3.27 by~ am substitutirq for fBL in F,q. 
3.25 gives, 
o(2~ 
h= --
8dn 4dn 
SUbstitutirg this value of h into F.q. 3.24 gives, 
(3. 28) 
In the serviceability Method, the requ1:re,ents of the alternate 
load path are deterJDjned by satisfyllYJ a A/~ ljmit. SolvllYJ Eq. 3.28 
Req'd AaL = (3. 29) 
It was fOUln that it is easier to develop equatia,s for ( 0 </n) t 0 
am (d/n)_(L than for rD am rL. 'Iherefore ~ = ~/n)rD aRi \\, = 
~/n)rL are sl'lbstituted into Eq. 3.29, 
Req' d Aar., = (3. 30) 
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...... ~ 3.4.2 Apprcpriateu hctors 
SUitable values of rD and rL are fan-d for the Sezvioeability 
Method in a similar manner as v0 am vL were fourd for the Allowable 
stress Method. 'lhis is done by obta~ the value of /j. due to dead 
load fran the catp.rter, substitutirg it into F.q. 3.29 with the bridge 
data and t.he dead loads only, and solvin;J for rD for each of the 
eighteen cases shown in Table 2. '!he same procedure is used to f irrl 
rL. 'Ihese thirty six values of rD am rL are plotted as a flmction 
of the stiffness parameter, ~, am n in Fig's. 2a am 29. A trial and error procedure is used to determine values of rD an:i rL for the study bridges for different (6/~) limits. 'llle prooa1ure 
is ~ foll0w1S. First an~ is assunm. With this value of~, P,c 
is c.aloJJated an:i values of\r0 and rL are ootained ftun Fig's 28 an:i 29. 'lbese values of rD and rL are then substituted into F.q. 3.29 an:i 
t.he required Am, is cal 011 ated. 'llle ass, me:i value of ~ is then 
cat.pared to the requlred value fran F.q. 3.29. 'Ibis process is 1 
l 
caitinued mitil cawergenc:e of the assumed and required ~· '!his 
is perfo1.1u.ed for the six caubinations of span len:]th and 
nnnber of panels for A/~ limits of 1/200 am 1/300. 'lbe val1JeS of 
'1) ard ~ are fami fl.'211 '1) = (Ci'</n)t°0 and'\,= (o<"/n)rL. 'lbe 
results are su111uarized in Table 9. 
'ItJe maxinnmi values of llo and '\. for each span len;th shown 
urxierlined in Table 9 are plotted as 1/U versus span len;rt:h for each 
l.l/~ limit in Fig's. 30 ard '.31. 'ItJe straight lines shewn in Fig's. 30 l l 
' 
.. 
and 31 represent a conser.vative best fit of the data points. 'ItJe 
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equations of these lines is of the form, 
1 
= 0.5 + % (3. 31) 
1 
== 0.5 + ~ (3.32) 
'Ihe equations for the slope of these lines,<,, am<;,,, as founi fran 
a best fit of the data are, 
Cz, = 0.03 - 7 x l0-5 (Q/A) 
~ = 0.035 - 7 x 10-5 (~/A) 
SUbstitutirg these equations for~ am~ into Eq's. 3.31 am 3.32 
yields, 
100 
l1o = (3. 33) 
50+ 1 3 - 0.007 
100 
~- (3. 34) 
50 + ~ 0.007 3.5 -
(A/}) lim 
'lherefore, the required area of diagonal for 
midspan fi:acture is given by F.q. 3. 30 with values of l1o am ~ fun 
• 
F.q's. 3.33 and 3.34. 
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~~, 3.4.J Critical Fracture '~Scenario 
" 
scenario for the Smvioaabilicy Method. 
the critical fracture 
critical fracture is 
defined as the ooe which results in the maxilll.nn en:I slope, e, of the 
bridge. Figure 32 (a) shows the case of midspan fracture. Fig. 32 (b) 
shows a fi::actnre in a panel other than midspan. 
3.4.3.1 MaximJm. Slcpe 
An anplificatiai factor, ~e' 
\h!re, eta • girder slcpa due to tracb1re in a panel other than 
midspan 
emf • girder slqJe dtJe to midspan fracu,:re 
'lhe ratio of deflection, 6fs' as a result of mn-midspan fl:actnre to 
the deflectiai, llmf' as a :msuJt of midspan fracture is defined as 
~6 • Fran Fig. 32, 
or, 
~fs / (0.5 - i/n)J 
~mf / 0.5~ 
~= 
1 - 2i/n 
~minatiat of the data f1un st, xiy on fracture 
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scenario tor~ the Allowable stress Method reveals that the critical 
fzact,rre scenario for max1nm girder slq:,e is fracture in the em 
panel. Fracture is in the erd panel of three of the 
bridges in the 0211uter st,x!y. 'lhe ~ 11sed is cala,Jated fran Eq's. 
3.30, 3.33 am 3.34 for midspan fzacture. 'lhree values of ~ are 
calc,1Jated for ea.di briQ38 usin;J ~/~ limits of 1/100, 1/200 am 
1/300. 'lhe zesi1Jts of the sbx!y are summarized in Table 10. '!he 
assunei value of (6 /~ )lim is at the top of ead1 ex>ltnun. 
act,1al values of (0 /~ ) fran the 
is in the ool1n11, labeled midspan fracture. Equations 3.30, 
3.33 ard 3.34 result in cxrservati~ values of ~/~ in all cases. 
'lhe val um of ~ vary fr.an 1. 79 to 1. 57. 'lhe f ollc:,,rlrg equation 
is develq>e:l to fit the data, 
~ = 1.8 - 1.6/n 
'Iherefore, the critical girder slq:e frail fzacture in the em panel 
can be faud fi:an, 
or, ecr =- [3.6 - l.6/n]( 6 /~)lim (3. 35) 
l'llere, (0 /~) lim is the A/l limit for midspan fracture. 
'lhe critical slcpa (F.q. 3. 35) for fract,,re in the em panel for a 
given bridge can be checka:i based ai the chosen co'1) lim" 'Ihe brici;Je 
ergineer can decide if the critical ·. girder slq:e is satisfactory 
based a,. servic:aability oaisiderations. 
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3.4.4 SUitable (6fi) r,imjts 
A :reasonable rarqe of (ta/~) lim ~s to be established. '!he lower boun:i of ( ~ / 'j ) lim is based on the existirg deflections in 
,I bridges. 'Ihe deflection of the unfractured bridge is shown in Fig. 
33 (a) • In the unfra~ bridge the only deflection, l:lL, is due to 1·ive load bec:ause it is assumed that the bridge is cambered to equal 
the dead load deflection. 'Ihe live load deflection-to-span-1~ 
ratio is limited by AASHIO {.!) to 1/800. 
'!he deflection of the fractured bridge is shown in Fig. 33(b). 
In this case the (l:\/~) lim is based on ( .6L + 6 0 ) / ~ • It is assurre:i 
that ~L / ~ is equal to its limitirg value of 1/800. 'Iherefore, if 
the dead load deflection, A0 , is equal to the live load deflection, AL, the total deflection-to-span-len;th ratio is, (1/800) + (1/800) 
= (1/400). 
However, in existirg bridges the dead load deflection is usually 
significantly larger than the live load deflection. Assumirg that Ao 
is twice AL' 
3 1 
-
-
800 267 
'Iherefore the lower boun:i of (A/~) lim is suggested as ( b. I .9. ) lim = (1/300). 
'1be upper boun:i of (41) lim is based on the maxlltlllll1 am:,.mt of deflection at which vehicles can still safely traverse the bridge. 
'Ibis limit is a matter of judgement on the part of the bridge 
ergineer. A maxinnn value of (A/~)lim = 1/100 is suggested in this 
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i::asearch. 
'lherefore it is suggested to use a (D./ ~ ) lim 
1/300 for the Selvic»ability Method. 
3. 5 Resul tin;J ( 6/~) fran the S1:rergth Methcrls 
Fon1ulas are new develcped for the (~/l) values resultin;J fran 
the 1'8qllimnents of the bottan lateral braclll;1 by each of 
the st:I"en3th methods. '!his will enable the bridge en;ineer to know 
the ( 6. / ~ ) ~ to a required ~ based on st.renJtb. 
is too high in the c.pinian of 
the QRJineer, a new~ can be usin;J the Serviam>ility 
Met:lxxl equatia,s with a satisfactoi:y value of (A/l) lim" 
3. 5 .1 Allowable stress Method 
. A fornul a needs t.o be develq,ed for the resu1 tin;J ( ~/~) fran the 
requh'ed area, Aar,, of bott:aa lateral diaga,als for the Allowable 
Stress Method. 'Ibis value of ( /!A/ ,9, ) can be fran the 
(F.q's 3.30, 3.33 an:1 3.34). Bolvin] 
F.q. 3.Jo tor <AA> yields, 
(3. 36) 
'Iha value of 
Allowable stress mthod equatia,s (F.q's. 3.7, 3.9 arq 3.10) into F.q. 
3. 36. 'lhis requh::es a trial an:1 error procalure because 
• 
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equatia,s for llo and '1r, (Eq's. 3.33 and 3.34) are also in tel:ns of 
(A/~). 
Another equation needs to be developed which will solve for (ll/~) 
without the need of a trial arxi error solution. 'lbe plots of _t0 am 
.rL versus the stiffness parameter, 11c, shown in Fig's. 28 am 29 are 
fit with consei:vative an:ves, 
.... 
f0 = ( 1+o.ss(n2 11c> J 
f L = [ l + O. 30 (n2 ~) ] 
2 2 ..... 'if 
' \ 
16E.ni ~ n 
2o( 
+ .. n (1 + 0.30n')~[Lf-I] 
SUbsti~ ~ • Amf ( ~...3Af) into the above equatia1 am sinplifym} 
yields, 
- -
3 
ex 
n2~ 
0.55 
+ -- w~ + 
0.6 
- ~ [L+I] 
Af 
Where ~ = Area fran Allowable stress Method (Eq. 3. 7) 
-
Af = Af + 1\., 
Af 
= Area of girder web 
' 
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(3. 37) 
-, 
... 
,.-"' 
'lherefoi:e, the resultfnJ (6/~) for the Allowable stress Method is 
I>'-' 
' 
given by Eq. 3. 37. '1he equatiai is dlecked for the six cc:1nbinaticris 
of span l~lh. am mnnber of panels ,,sed in the ca1piter sbldies am 
,-l 
shown in Table 2. '1he :tarAJlts are srn11narized in Table 11. '1he first 
00110111 shaw& the results obtained usinJ Eq. 3.37. 'Iha seccrd ool1m1 
ahawa the res•,Jts usinJ the trial am error procedure with Eq's 3.30, 
3. 33 am 3. 34 dascr:lhed above. 'Iha third ool1m111 shows the results 
obtained ftan the oirpiter cutpit fran the Allowable stress Method 
st,Jjy., Table 11 shC7NB that Eq. 3.37 res,Jts in a oonsm:vative 
estimate of (A/~) in all six cases. 
" 
3 • 5. 2 Ioad Factor Method 
An equatiai Meis to be develq:,Ed for the resul tfnJ (A/~ ) fran 
the req\Jind area, ~' of bottan lateral diaga,aJ s for the Ioad 
Factor Method. '!he equatiCl'l for (AA) is derived asstmirg that the 
bottan lateral diaga,al in the errl panel has just yielded. 'lhe 
equatia1 is dsvel.q:81 with this assunptioo becs11se 
the em panel will be the last aie to readl yield. 
• lll 
Figure 34 shews the displacanetlts of the ftacbired girder am the 
bottan lateral systan after f1acb,re a1 a bri&Je with seven p:tnels. 
In Fig. 34(a) the displaoanart:s of the bottan lateral system are 
shewn. a:11pressiai diaga,als are assan1sd to be l:uckl.E:d. 
horizmtal displacenent of the bottan flan:J& at the f1acb11e is " 
as shawn in the figure. '1he horizaital displaca1e1rt:s 
due to girder cm the f.tact,,:rm girder are s1 
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s(n+l)/2 as shawn in the figure. Since no girder shortening 000t1rs 
am the fi:acb1re, s l = o. horiza11:al 
displacements of joints F, G, H am I ai the unfracb1red giroer due 
to girder el~tiai are a1, a2, ®cn-l)/2 .am ®Cn+l)/2 respectively. 
'Ihe force distrihitioo in the bottan lateral diagonals is shown 
• 
in Fig. 34(b). Fadl yielded tension diagonal carries the same force, 
(Fm) <Aar). 'lllere are (n+-1)/2 tension diaga,als to c.any the total 
force, F, ctWlied to the bottan flange of the fractured girder on 
half the span. 
, Figure 34(c) shows the force distrihition along the girder 
of joint B relative to joint A is (1) , 
U = NL + 
Where, N • sum of the foroes c,wlie:i at joints B throogh E 
E z: YOJlq's MccbJ]us 
L = bay ler¢h ( Q/n) 
d == girder depth 
~ • area of girder 
(3.38) 
'lhe elagatioo of the em bottan lateral diagcnal needs to be 
fam since the equatioo for (A/~) is bein; develcped based on this 
member just readrln;J its yield. Fl:an Fig. 34 (a) , the elagation, 
eed, of the em diaga,al is, 
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8ed • 0( [ h - 8 (n+l)/2 - 8 (n-l)/2 J (3.39) 
E:quaticr1 3. 38, with values of N f1--an the force distributicri in 
Fig: 34(c), is used to calculate the values of s(n+l)/2' e(n-1/2) am 
el, 
8 (n+l)/2 = 
F 
e(n-1)/2 = n+l 
F 
(2i) -
n+l n 
2 
(n-l)/2 ~ 
+ L 2i -
i=l n 
n-3 
F l 
(n-3) 
n+l 2n 
+ (3. 40) 
(3. 41) 
+ (3.42) 
'llle girders of the brid;Je are na,prismatic. 'lb take this into 
a(XX)lnit, use an average area, Ag, am m:ment of inertia, Ig, of the 
girders in the above equatioos. 
SiJbstitutirq F.q's. 3.40 am 3.41 into F.q. 3.39, the elagatiai of 
~. 
the erd di ac,J:I la] is I 
1 
eed. • o< h-
F 
n+l 
-
1 2 d 
-+--
Arf 
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(n-1 /2 
2i + 
(n-3)/2 n-3 
f=:1 2i + 2 
f 
,, 
{J 
• 
'Ihe above fonru,Ja can be sillplified to, 
• 
1· (n-2)F~ 1 
== - h - + o< 2nE (3. 43) 
'Ihe lergth of a bottan lateral diagonal is ~~/11. 'lherefore the 
strain, E ed, in the em diagonal is, 
f = eed 
ed o<~/n 
3.43 yields, 
n (n-2)F~ l 
h - + (3.44) 
eed = 
2nE 
Assuming that the em diagonal has just reached the yield strain 
Ey ;= f..jE, the force in each bottan lateral diagonal is FBL = 
(~) (fy). Since there are (n+l)/2 yielded tension diagonals, the 
total force, F, ~lied to the bottan flarge of the fracb11.M girder 
l n+l 
F = 
2 (3.45) 
-
Substi~ F.q. 3.45 into F.q. 3.44 with Eed = (fy)I E yields, 
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-
(n-2)~ n+l n 1 
h -
E 2nE 2 
SOlvirg for ham simplifyirg, 
o<.2 + 
(nt-1) (n-2)1i3L 
4 
., ...... 
+ (3. 46) 
Fran the fractured girder elevation shown in Fig. 27, ( / ) = 
(h/2d). SUbstitutirg h fran Eq. 3.46 yields, 
(n+l) (n-2) l o<2 + + (3. 47) 2Edn 4o( 
'lherefore the resultirg (6/J) for the Ioad Factor Method is given 
by F.q. 3. 4 7. '!his equation is checked to see the resul tirg ( 6 /~ ) 
values for the six combinations of span len:fth ard number of panels. 
'Ihe results are suu,uarizEd in Table 12. 'Ihe resultinJ CLY~ ) varies 
fran 1/183 to 1/275. As was the case in the Allowable stress Method, 
the shorter spans have a 100re severe (6./l) value. 
3.5.2.1 Ratio of the Midspan Diagonal Strain to Yield strain 
It is inportant to know how far past yield the midspan tensiai 
diagonals have yielded. Fran Fig. 34 (a), the elorqation, e110, of the 
midspan diagonal is, 
e -m -
1 
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(h+e1 ) (3.48) 
'-·~ 
.10 
3.45 into~- 3.42 yields, 
1 
(n-3) + 
4o<nE 4I 
Substitutin] the above value of e1 am h f:t:an ~. 3.46 into F.q. 3.48 
gives the elon;ation of the midspan diagonal, 
' 
+ (n2 - n - 5) ~ 
40( 
'Ihe strain of the midspan diagonal is, 
-~ 
-
E 
2 1 + (n - n - 5)A-._ 
4o<3 -"EL 
l l 
l 
+ 
+ (3. 49) 
'Ihe ratio of the mispan diagonal strain, End, to the yield 
strain, Ey, is fa.mi by diviclin; F.q. 3.49 by Ey = (fy)/E, 
End 1 2 
E = 1 + 4 o<.3 (n - n - 5) ~ y + (3. 50) 
F.quation 3.50 is used on the six canbination.s of~ ard n used in 
'lhe results are summarized in Table 12 . 'lhe 
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values of ( €./ €Y) vary fl:an 1.42 to 2.21. 'Ihese are reasonable 
values and shew that the midspan diagonals are not t.oo far past yield 
when the em diagonal. readles the yield point. 
3 . 5. 3 Cc:111:erison of Results 
'1he resultin;J (6~) for both of the Stren;Jth Methods are caripanrl 
for the six ca1i>.inatia,s of ~ an:i n. '!he results are summarized in 
Table 13. 'lbe Ioad Factor Method results in 1.4 to 1.5 times mre 
'·, deflection than the Allc,,,.iable stress Method. 'Ihese are reasonable 
results. 'Ihe Allowable stress Method considers seIVice loads am 
inclu;les all the bottan lateral diagonals. 'Ihe Ta,d Factor MethOO 
considers facto:re;i loads and ooly the tensiai diagonals, all of which 
are assinced to be yielded. 
" 
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4. 
4.1 Transfer of Forces to the cross Bracirg 
'Iha ct--oss bracirg system DllSt transfer the bottan lateral bracirq 
fozces into the tq;, lateral bracirq system. All the em am interior 
cross bracirqs are aSStnoed to be identical. of the forces 
in the bottan lateral diagcrsls act on the ctaJS bracirq. '!he forces 
fran the bot.tan lateral 
fract4,l'8d girders are u am F as shown in Fig 35 (a) • 
1llJSt be develc:pd by the cross bracirq system. 
It is aSS1 uued that the forces in the two diagonal members of a 
b . l . +-~1"\e!. -~ • 
. 
Cll)SS [[clCl.IYJ are 8Q\Ja , a,e ll1 ~.,ion cu.u one lll a:aupress1on as 
shown in the figure. 
examined 
oonfigurations of cross bracirq are 
Type A cross bracirg oonsists of X- or 
K-shaped cross btacirg as shown in Fig. 35(b). Type B cross bracirg 
is K-shaped cross bracirg as shown in Fig. 35(c). 
Assumirg that the forces in the two ct"OSS bracirq diaga,als are 
eqimJ am CHJOSite, the force, F EH' in the cross bracirq horizontal t:_ 
am the fozoe, FC:S:>' in the cross bracirg djagaaals for Type A Cl'OSS 
bracirg are given by, 
tllere &, kd -
FC&I == 
F = 
<:BO 
kd(U+F)/2 
kd(U-F)/2 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
lED3lll of a cross bracirg horizcntal (girder spacirq). 
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FC:Fli = U 
F CBD = ~ (U-F) /2 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
'Ihe force, FCtl), in the ctass bmcing diagonals is identical for 'fype 
A am 'Iype B ClOSS bracing. 
4.2 Allowable stress Method 
'Ihe initial devel.c:pnent of the regui 1e11ents of the etaas bracing 
systan for the Allowable stress Method oa1Siders a'lly the case of 
lateral diaga--v,ls for a bridge with five panels are shown in Fig. 
36(a). 'Ihe foroe, Fm,, is the force 
I', 
.midspan dlJe to midspan fract,1re. 
'Ihe force, Fm,, in the oa,trollirg midspan tensia, diaga,a] was 
given by F,q. 3. a, 
(4.5) 
Where v0 am vL are given by F.q's. 3.9 ard J.10. 
As djso1ssoo ~ Olapter 3, cj>ti am ,ci shown in Fig. 36(a) are 
less than C11e am daxease fl:an midspan to the em of the girder. 
'Ihe crit.i011l ctass bz:acir9J for midspan fracture are the cross 
brae~ a1 either side of the ftacb1re as shewn in Fig. 36(a). 
' 
'Ihe oct1p:11ents of the fo.roes in the bottaa lateral diagma ls 
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actmJ at the critical bracirq locatiOl1 are shown ,., in Fig. 
36(b). Flan the figure, 
U = Fm.,[l + ~tl]~ 
F = FBL[l - q>cll~ 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
leD3th of a c.t.a1s bracirg horizattaJ (girder spacirg) where ka = 
'lhe force, F CEii' in the moos bracirg horizattal ani the force, 
FCBl)' in the Ci.\'jSS bracirg diaga,als for 'Iype A cross bracirg are 
fc::um by S1Jtstitutirg Fq's. 4.6 ani 4. 7 into Fq. 4.1 ani Fq. 4.2, 
'Iha prcduct kakd can ba sillplified to, 
lerglh of a ct'CGs bracirg diaga.al 
l&n3lh of a bottan lateral diagonal 
c>•, -
SUbstitutirq this into the above equatioo for Fem yields, 
(4 .• 8) 
(4.9) 
'!he forces for 'Iype B croos bracirg are fourd by Slitstitutirq 
F,q's. 4.6 ani 4.7 into F,q's. 4.3 ani 4.4, 
(4.10) 
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'Iba forc,e, F<:SO' in a bot.tan lateral djaga,aJ is the smn.e tor Type A 
an:i Type B cross bracirg an:i is given by Eq. 4.9. 
Examjnaticri of Eq's. 4.8 am 4.10 reveals that FCBH is a furx,tia, 
of (ct,tl - ~cl) for Type A cross bracirg am a functicm of <f>tl for 
Type B ct'OOS bracirg. F.quaticm 4 • 9 for F CBD is the ':81ne for Type A 
am 'lype B ct'OSS bracirg am is a functicm of C<1>t1 + ~ci>· 
lateral 
djaga,als due to midspan fract,,re, fran the cauprt:er sb¥3ies in 
Cllapter 3, is gathered to the variatioo of <)tl' (Q)tl - ~cl) 
an:i <<l>t1 + ~cl>. '!he data is siu1111arized in Table 14. '!here are 
three values of ~ 11sec} for each o:aubination of span lergth am 
ronaber of panels. '!he middle value, area requjn:d for RRF = 1.0, is 
foord fra1l Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 ard 3.10 with fall= 27 ksi. 'Ihe resultirg 
Luttan lateral forces for the six brici]es with these areas were shown 
in Fig's. 2l(a) thnl (f). '1he other~ areas are an uwer bourxi, 
designated RRF' > 1.0, ani a lower boold, RRF < 1.0. Examinatioo. of 
the data in Table 10 ~ that, 
max1DIID cptl dlJe to dead load = 0. 78 
:maxi:11a <l>tl due to live load = 0.87 
max1nma (q>t1- <?ci> dlJe to dead load = o. 70 
maxinum C<f>tl- ~cl> due to live load= 0.53 
maxiDID (ct,tl+ ci>cl) dlle to dead load • 1.20 
max1111111 (q>tl+ ~cl> due to live lOcld • 1.60 
'l'b be CXllS8I'Vativa, an:i i:ecogrdzirg tllat dead load has a greater 
influencx! than live load, the folladn;J val1JeS are chcsen, 
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~tl = o.ao 
~tl- 'Pei= o.10 
~tl+ <Pel • 1.30 
·v 
'lhese values are substituted into F.q's. 4.8 tlu:u 4.10 to give the 
equatiaw for the :maxi:num cta;is bracirg 
'. 
Type A: 
Type B: 
Type A am Type B: 
Where, FBL is flan F.q. 4.5 
4.2.2 other Fracture Scenarios 
FCl:ti = l.JS(Vm..> 
FCPH = l.SO(Vm..> 
FCBD = 0.65(~BL) 
dl le to midspan 
( 4 .11) 
( 4 .12) 
(4.13) 
Examinatiai of the cx:a1piter data ftan the fracb1re scenario st,ny 
dae in Qiapter 3 :reveals that m.idspm ftacture is critical for the 
ct'OSs bracirq horizaital am ct'06s bracirq diaga,al • '!he nmd111nn 
values of F Ctfi ani FCEO are in the et'OSS bracin;Js adjacent to midspan 
for the case of :midspan fl."acb1re. 'lberefore, the :maxi111nn forces in 
the ctosa bracirq for any f'1acbne sc:aiario are given by F.q's. 4.11, 
4.12 am 4.13. 
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4. 3 Ioad Factor Method 
'1he force, Ftm' in the cross bracin;J horizonta~ is given by 1 F.q. 
4 .1 for Type A CLOSS bracin;J am F,q. 4. 3 for Type B cross bracin;J. 
'1he force, F(E), in the Cl.OSS bracin;J diagonal is given by F,q. 4.2 
for Type A am Type B C1.0SS bracirg. 'Ihe CLOSS bracin;J forces are 
first developed for the case of midspan fracture. 
4.3.1 cross Bracin;J Forces for Midspan Fracture 
'1he bottan lateral diagonal fo~ for the load Factor toodel for 
a seven panel bridge are shown in .. Fig. 37(a). As previously note:l, ·J 
all of the o:111pression diagonals are assmned to be blckl.Ed am all 
the ca11pression diagonals are aSS1111ed to be yielde:i. 
'1he force, FBL' in each of the yielde:i tension diagonals as shown 
in Fig. 37(a) is fourxl by nu,ltiplyin;J each side of Fq. 3.18 by the 
yield stress' fy, 
F = BL ( 4 .14) 
'1he critical CLOSS bracirg locations are adjacent to midspan as 
shown in Fig. 37(a). '1he of the forces in the bottan 
lateral diagonals actirg at the critical cross bracirg location are 
shown in Fig. 37(b), 
U = 2(VBL) 
F=~BL 
'1he forces on the cross bracin;J for Type A ct1CSS bracin;J are fourxl by 
• 
substitutinJ the above values of u am Finto F.q's. 4.1 am 4.2, 
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FCHH = 1 •5 <VBL) 
FC'.BD = 0.5(~FBL) 
( 4 .15) 
{4.16) 
Similarly, the forces for Type B cross bracirg are fourrl by 
substitutirg into F,q's. 4.3 ard 4.4, 
. •, 
FCIH = 2.0(VBL) 
FC'.BD = O.S(~BL) 
4.3.2 Critical Fracture Scenario ., 
( 4 .17) 
Now the fracture somario which creates the maximum force in a 
bottan lateral diagonal is investigatEd. It was shown in Section 
3.3.2 that the critical fracture is in the first interior panel as 
shown in Fig. 38(a). 'lhe anplification factor for this fracture 
scenario, ~max' is given by F,q. 3.21. 'Iherefo:re the fot:ce FBL,max' 
:resultirg fran fracture in the first interior panel is FBL due to 
r· 
midspan fracture (E'q. 4.14) multiplied by ~max (F,q. 3.21), 
FBL,max = Vm. = (4.18) 
where "Lax= 0.77(1 + 1/n) (2 - 3/n) fran F,q. 3.21 
Upon examination of the bottan lateral diagonal forces shown in 
Fig. 38(a), the critical Cl'OSS bracirg is either the first interior 
of the forces in the 
bracirg are shown in 
Fig. 38(b) for the first interior system ard in Fig. 38(c) for the 
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'Iha fozces a, the ctaas bracirg manbers are fourxi by &1lbstitutirq 
the values of u ard Fin Fig's. 38(b) am (c) into F,q's. 4.1, 4.2 am 
c, 
4.3. are shown \D ader the Closs bracirg syste11s in 
Fig's. 38(b) ani (c). Exam1natiai of these forces i:eveals that the 
first bracirg is critical for the C1"'0SS bracirq 
horiza,tal am the eni ct"Osa bracirq is critical for the ci~s 
'lherefore, the :max1111nn foroos for Type A c:tl)SS 
bracirg are given by, · 
( 4 .19) 
FCll> = o.scyaJmax> (4.20) 
'llle :maxin,111 forces for Type B CJ:oss bracirg are, 
· (4.21) 
Ca11,eriscn of the equatia• for F cm for tz:actnre in the first 
interior panel, F,q. 4.20, with the equatia1 for Fem for midspan 
F,q. 4.16, shatla that f11aet•Jre in the first interior panel 
is critical for the ct'OSa bracirq diagaials. '!his is because~ is 
always great.er than a1e. 'lberefore the :max1mDD force in a cross 
4.20. 
o:1apariscn of F,q's. 4.19 am 4.21 with F,q's. 4.15 am 4.17 
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reveals that it is mt clear mi.ch fracture is·critica] for the Cl.lBS 
bracirg horizaitaJ. For Type A cross bracirg midspan fracture 
controls if, 
~EX+ 0.5 ~t ~ 1.5 ( 4. 22) 
For 'Iype B croes bracirq midspan fi::acture ccntrols if, 
it + ""t < 2.0 l'max 'f. - ( 4. 23) 
'1hese limits need to be d1ecksd for the practical ran;e of number 
of panels, n. Frau Fig. 38(a), two yiel&d tensim diagopals cri the 
short side of fl::actu:re each cany ~m: 'lbe:re are (n-1) tensioo 
diaga,als to a,ny the loads a1 the lag side of fracture. AsSIJ1118 
that the tansiai diaga,ala cri the l<DJ side 
same total as the two yiel&d tensioo diagonals ard igrx,re the 
II ::.,11.:. e lbe:ra a, the lCDJ side of fract,rre. '!hen aSS1ming each 
tensioo diagcnal a1 the lag side of fracture carries the sa~ne force, 
2 
4>t - n-1 * !max 
'Ihe limits given by Eq's. 4.22 ard 4.23 are dlecked for the practical 
ran;e of n ard the results are snmuarized in Table 15. 
Fran Table 15, Jmax + O. sept > 1. 5. 'lberefore the fracture in the 
first interior panel is critical for the ctoss bracing horizcmtal for 
Type A e.t'OGS bracirg. Sllbstitutirg a consavative estimate of 1.6 
for ~ + o.scj>t 1nt,o Eq. 4.19, the maxinDD foroe in a cross bracirq 
horizart:aJ for 'Iype A cross ·bracing is, 
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J ( 4. 24) 
Fran Table 15, ~~x + ~t < 2.0. 'Iherefore midspan fractiJre is 
critical for the cass bracirg horizootaJ for Type B crass bracin;J. 
'1he max1Dnn foIO! in a cross bracirg horizaital for Type B cress 
bracirg is given by Eq. 4.17. 
In SI Dlillaty' ' the maxi DI DD I cc:11,,ress1a1 force in a Cl.l)SS bracirg 
........ for Type A am Type B ctOSS bracirg is given by, 
( 4. 20) 
ler,;,th of cross bracirg diagaal 
lerglh of bottan lateral diaga,al 
FBL • Bottan lateral diagooaJ force due to midspan fract,,:re ,, (F.q. 4 .14) 
. 
!max• AuplificatiCX'l factor for fracb1re in a panel other than midspan (F.q. 3.21) 
~ maxinan ca&preSSiai fm:ca in a cross bracirg horizcrital is given by, 
Type A: Fc:fll = l.6(V4'BL) 
Type B: FCFli = 2.0(V4'BL) 
lerglh of a c.taJS bl:acirg horizootal where ka = 
FBL = Fran Eq. 4.14 
' 
.-.. 
(4.24) 
(4.17)-
check if the existirg cross bracirg 
1ne11ilers are si1tficient for If 
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does not exceed the allC7tlable stress for this a:aup.ression force. 
! . , .. 
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5. 
'Ihe same aSS1 n1pticm ,,sad for the distril:ution of forcrs in the 
ClllSS bracirg diagonals is ,,sed for the top lateral bracirq 
diaga,aJs. It is asmnued that the forces in each of the top lateral 
bracirq di~ls in a panel are eqtia], a,e in tension ard a,e in 
5.1 Allowable stress Method 
'!he forces fran the c.tCSS bI'aCirg diaga,aJs are transferred to 
• 
the top lateral bracirg system. As for the c.t'OSS bracirg diagonal, 
the critical fractureefor a top lateral bracirg diagonal is midspan 
fracture. '!he forces actirg a1 the bottan lateral diagonals of a 
bridge with seven panels am midspan fracture are shCMn in Fig. 
39 (a) • '!he ~ factors shown in the figure decl-ease fran midspan to the 
em of the girder as pravio,sly roted. '!he free Jxxly force diagrams 
of the ma1s bracirgs reo1J tirg f1un these Lottan lateral diagonal 
39(b). 
'!he arpliai loads a1 the top \;lateral bracirg fi:an the ctoss 
bracin]a are shewn in Fig. 40(a). 
each panel's top lateral di~,als is foorxl in a manner similar to a 
shear force diag,"al1l of a beam ard is shown in Fig. 40(b). 
ge~ • .atric cc11l)CS8'It, ~' fraa Fig. 40(a) d]sazpears l:Jeca11se the an 
of ~ top lateral di~els JlllSt eqt>aJ (~) *(forces applied to the 
top bracirg) for equilibrium. Flan this djagram it can be 
/ 
/ 
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~ t.een that there are no forces in the tcp lateral bracin;J diagonals at 
midspan. Also, the smn of the forces of tcp lateral bracirg 
diaga,als in a panel other than midspan is identical to the smn of 
the fOJ:cai of the bottan lateral diagonals in the same panel. 
Ft.an the diag1.am in Fig. 40(b), the maxitmnn forc,es carried by two 
diagonals is in the panel adjaoent to midspan am is equal to <<l>t1 + 
~01)FBL. Since the tcp lateral ~1 forces are assumed to be 
equal each diagonal carries o.s(~tl+ ~01)Fm,, ale in tensioo am ale 
• • m cn1pzess1cri. 
In the sbdy done for the c.toss bracin;J, it was t.hat 
the maxjnum value of (~tl+ ~cl> is 1.3. 'Iherefore the maxi.nun 
ca1pressiat fot:ce, FTL' in a tcp lateral diagonal is given by, 
or, FTL = 0.65 Fm, (5.1) 
ltllere, FBL = Bottan lateral diaga,al foi::oe due to :midspan ftacture 
(F.q. 4. 5) 
...... ,,., .. 
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5. 2 Ioad Factor Method 
'Ihe forces fran the cross bracing diagonals are transferred to 
the top lateral bracing system. As for the cross bracing diagonal, 
the critical fracture for a top lateral diagonal is fracture in the 
first interior panel. nris fracture creates the maxinuim bottan 
lateral tensile force, F BL, max = !nm! BL. 'Ihe forces acting on the 
bottan lateral diagonals of a bridge with seven panels are shown in 
Fig. 4l(a). 'Ihe tensile diagonals on the short side of fracture are 
yielded arxi the canpression diagonals are buckled. It is asStmvad 
that none of the diagonals on the lorg side of fracture are yielded 
or buckled. 'Ihe free body diagrams of the cross bracings resulting 
fran these bottom lateral diagonal forces are shown in Fig. 4l(b). 
~ ~·· 
'Ihe applied loads on the top lateral bracirg fran the et~ 
bracirgs are sham in Fig. 42(a). '!he sum of the forces carried by 
each panel's top lateral diagonals is shown in Fig. 42 (b) • Fran this 
diagram it can be seen that there are veey small top lateral forces 
in the i;enel with fracture. Also, the maximum top lateral forces are 
in the eni panel next to the fracture. 
5. 2 .1 Maximum caupression Force 
Fran the diagram in Fig. 42 (b) , the maximum forces carried by two 
diagonals are equal to ~nm!BL· since the top lateral diagonal 
forces are assumed to be equal, each diagonal carries o.s<tm,BL>. 
'Iherefore the maximum 
diagonal is given by, 
• canpressive 
\ 
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force, FTL, in a top lateral 
• 
FTL = o.s(fJDaJ!m) (5.2) 
Where, FBL = Bottan lateral diagonal force due to midspan fracture 
(Fq. 4.14) 
lmax= Anplificatiai factor to take into aa:nmt fracture 
location (Fq. 3.21) 
•. 
I 
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6. EXAMPIE.S 
'!he f ornu.tlas developed in ·Olapters 3 , 4 am 5 are used to 
11sed in the ca1p.1ter study. Table 2 pI"OVides details of span 
lergths, mnnber of panels, etc. One \verked example of the 100 ft. 
span with seven panels is presented to show how the fonm.tlas are 
used. '!he worked example is shc:Mn for all three of the 
Ratirg methods. '!he results fran the other five canbinations of span 
len-fth am number of panels are given am discussed. 'lhe .,.follavirg 
aSSUit¢ions are used for all examples. 
6.1 Assunptions 
An HS20itruck is used for live plus ilrpact 
loads. '!he HS20 tJ:uck is fourxi to be the critical vehicular loadirg 
for spans up to 200 feet when the tJ:uck loading is replace:i by an 
~- equivalent coramtrated load at midspan. 
Traffic Ianes loaded: One traffic lane is loaded. 
Allowable stresses: 'llle allowable stresses for the Operatirq 
Ratin;J level are used, 
Tension: 
Cc.trpression: 
fall = 0. 75fy 
2 fall,c = 21180 - 0.67(lC[/r) 
Ipad Factors: Ioad factors of 1.1 for dead load am 1.3 for live 
load are used. 
Ilnpact Factor: An impact of 30% is used. 
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L.tmi:tifg Deflectiori: 'lbree different values of ( A/ l ) lim are 
irwestigated. 'lhe three values used cover the range of values 
presented in Art. 3. 4. 4. 'lhe values used are ( ~ / ~ ) lim = 1;100, 
1/200, arxi 1/300 •. 
6.2 Worked Exanple: 100 ft. span; n = 7 
'lhe first step is to detennine the unifonn line load w arxi the 
equivalent concentrated live load plus inpact, ~ (L+-I), actirq on the 
fracbn'.ed girder. 'lhe dead load of the bridge is as follows, 
-weight of conc:tete = 5.40 k/ft 
~ight of steel= 1.14 k/ft 
weight of future wearirq surface= 0.62 k./ft 
Total = 7.16 k/ft 
'lhe dead load is asstnued to be awlied as a uniform live load, w, on 
each girder, 
w = 0.5(7.16) = 3.58 k/ft 
Figure 43(a) shows the locations of the lines of wheels on the 
bridge. One lane of HS20 truck loading is awlied 1.s feet fran the 
face of the cum (i) • '!he fl.action of truck load, f3 , actirq on the 
fi. 
fracb1red girder is foun:i fran the influence line shown in Fig. 
43(b), 
~' = 0.5(1.194 + 0.861) = 1.03 
( 
/, 
Figure 44(a) shows one lane of HS20 truck loadin;J awlied to the 
fractnred girder. 'lhe truck is positiaied la-qihx'tinally so that the 
gravity of the truck is at midspan. lllerefore the girder 
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reactions are identical, as shown in the figure. 'lhe total live load 
force, F1 + F2 + F3 = FL' acting at the level of the fractured girder 
oottan flange is calculated on the condition of zero berrling nanent 
at midspan, 
(FL) (6.67) = (36) (50) - (32)(8.4) 
FL= 229.6 k 
Using the ~ factor carp.rted above, the force FL at midspan becomes, 
FL= (1.03) (229.6) = 236.5 k 
'lhe live load plus i.npact force, Fis+-I' is foun:i by applying the 
assumed 30% i.npact factor, 
~ ,. r 
FL+-I = (236.5)(1.3) = 307.5 k 
'lhe tnick load is no,, replaced by an equivalent concentratai 
load, {3(L+I), at midspan as shown in Fig. 44(b) which will create the 
same total force FL+-r· Fran Fig. 44(b), 
[~(L+I)/2](50) = (307.5) (6.67) 
or, E3(I.ri-I) = 82.0 k 
'lhe next step is to calculate the len;th ratio terns o(, ~ am 
1,,. 'Ihe tenn o< is the len;th of a bottan lateral diagonal divided 
by the lerqth of the panel. 1<;,f~ .. 
'</,• 
lerqth of panel = ~/n = 100/7 = 14. 29 ft 
For a girder spacing of 18 feet, 
len;th of bottan lateral diagonal = [ ( 14. 29) 2 + ( 18) 2) l/2 = 22. 98 
'!hen, o< = (22.98)/(14.29) = 1.61 
'Ihe term ~ is the len;th of a c.ross bracing horizontal (girder 
spacing) divided by the len;th of a bottan lateral diagonal, 
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~ = 18.0/22.98 = 0.78 
'!he term~ is the lergth of a cross bracirg diagonal divided by 
the lergth of a bottom lateral diagonal • For a girder depth of 6. 67 
ft. and spacirg of 18 feet, 
lergth of cross bracirg diagonal = ( (6.67) 2 + (18) 2]112 = 19.20 ft. 
'!hen, ~ = 19.20/22.98 = 0.84 
'Ihis example data for the 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels, 
.,, . 
'' alon:J with the data for the other five ccanbinations of span lenfth 
and number of panels fourxi in a similar manner, is summarized in 
methods. 
I 
6.2.1 Allowable Stress Method 
For a yield stress level of fy = 36.ksi, the, allowable stresses 
for the Operatin;J Ra.tin;, level are, 
Tension: fall= 0.75fy = 27 ksi 
2 carpression: fall,c = 21180 - 0.67(:KI/r) 
6.2.1.1 Midspan Fracture 
I 'Ihe required area, Aat, of bottcnn lateral diagonal for midspan 
fracture is given by Eq. 3. 7. '!he values of the coefficients v0 
vL are fourxi fxau Eq's. 3.9 and 3.10 (~is in ft.), 
v0 = 0.8 + 0.36(100)/27 = 2.13 
VL = 0.8 + 0.18(100)/27 = 1.47 
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Stlbstitutirq into F,q. 3. 7, the required area, ~' of bottan lateral 
d:iaga1a] is, .f' 
(1.61)(100) 
Raq'd ~ - [(2.13) (3.58)(100) + 2(1.47) (82.0)] (8) (6. 67) (7) (27) 
or, ~ = 16.0 in2 
'lhe maxilll.nn fo~ in the cross brae~ are given by F,q's. 4.11 
am 4.13. 'lhe force, FBL' in the bottan lateral diagonal at midspan 
is fami fran F,q. 4.5, 
F • BL 
(1.61)(100) 
(8) (6. 67) (7) 
' [(2.13) (3.58)(100) + (2)(1.47) (82.0)] = 432.6 k 
Stlbstitut~ into F.q's. 4.11 am 4.13, the maximnn force, Fem, in a 
cross brae~ horizootaJ am the maxi:nnnn force, F, :BO' in a c:ross 
bracirg djaga,al are, 
FCBi = (1.35)(0.78) (432.6) = 455.5 k 
FCBD = (0.65)(0.84) (432.6) = 236.2 k 
'lhe max1nn oc11pressive foi:c:e, FTL' in a tq, lateral diagonal is 
foird f1.~ F,q. 5.1, 
FTL = (0.65)(432.6) = 281.2 k 
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6.2.1.2 Critical Fracture SOenario 
'D1e critical fracture scenario for maxinnnn force in a bottan 
,. 
lateral diagonal is in the panel 
adjacent to midspan. An anplification factor of ~ = 1.1 was 
Sll}g8Stad to take into aCXXA u ,t the possible in::rease in stress due to 
fracture in the panel adja~ to midspan. 'lberefore the required ··, 
area, AaL, of bottan lateral diagonal is the required area for ·'• 
midspan fracture m1Jtiplied by~= 1.1, 
Req'd AaL = (1.1) (16.0) = 17.6 in2 
'D1e critical fracture for maxim.nu caupressive stress in a bottan 
is fracti,re in the first interior panel. An .. 
anplificatiai factor, ~, was develq:Ed to account for this. 'Ille 
ai1plif icatiai factor, l, fran F.q. 3 .13 is, 
~ = 1.61(0.58 - 0.14(100)) = 0.71 
'lberefore the maxiDDmi cc:111:>ressive force, 
djaga,al frau F.q. 3.14 is, 
Fare= (0.71) (432.6) = 307.1 k 
'D1e critical f.tact,1re for the ct.OSS bracirq ·ua1t>ers am the top 
--,,,.; 
lateral brae~ diagonals is midspan fracb,re. 'Iherefore the maximum 
those given 
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6.2.1.3 Resul.tirq (4/~) 
'lhe Z:&SIJ]tirq (6/~) fzan the Allowable stress Method is given by 
( F,q. 3. 37. 'lhe effective area, xf, of the bottan flarge is fOUrn fran 
the data given in Table 2, 
_ 2.5 + 1.875 2 Af • Af + 0.3 ~ • (18) + (0.3) (80) (0.5) ~ 51.4 in 
2 
S\u:st.itutirg this into F,q. 3.37 yields, 
' 
(100) 2 (1.61) 3 0.55 
= -------
(16) (29000) (6.67) 2 ---- + (3.58) (100) + (7) 2 (16. 0) 51. 4 
2(1.61) 3 0.6 1 
+ (82.0) -(7) 2 (16. 0) 51. 4 273 
'!he Allowable~ Method results in a (AA) qf 1/273 for the 100 
ft. brid:]e with seven panels. 
6.2.2 load Factor Method 
6.2.2.1 Midspm Fracture 
'lhe z:equired m:ea, ·AaL, of bottan lateral diaga,al for midspan 
fracture was given __ by F,q. 3.18, 
'-.. 
(1.61)(100) 
Req'd ~ = [(1.1)(3.58) (100) + 2(1.3)(82.0)] { 4) (6. 67) (8) (36) 
or, ~ • 12.1 in2 
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'Ihe maxinum forca in flle croes bracin;J are given by F.q's. 4.15 
am 4.17. 'Dle force, Fm,, in the bottan lateral diagonal at miclspan 
is fOJni fran F,q. 4 .14, 
F = BL 
(1.61)(100) 
4(6.67)(8) ((1.1)(3.58)(100) + 2(1.3) (82.0)] = 457.9 k 
Substi tutin;J the ab:)ve value of F BL into F,q I s. 4 .15 am 4 .17, the 
maxi11nn ~ce, FCBH' in a ct'OSs bracing horizootal am the maxbm.nn 
fca:ce, FCBD' in a cross bracing diaga,aJ are, 
F = (1.5)(0.78)(457.9) = 535.7 k Cffl 
FCBO • (0.5)(0.84)(457.9) • 192.3 k 
. force, F'l'L' in a tq, lateral diaga,al due to midspan 
fzacture is fond ~ F,q. 5.2 wit:hcut the anplificatioo factor, 
!max, 
F'l'L • (0.50)(457.9) • 229.0 k 
6.2.2.2 Critical Fracture Scenario 
'Dle cri tica 1 foices in a bottan 
lateral diaga,al am the cross bracing is fracture in the first 
interior panel. 'Ihe value of the anplificatioo factor !max, is fauxl 
fran F.q. 3.21, 
!max = 0.77 (1 + 1/7) (2 - 3(7) = 1.38 
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'Iherefore the required area,~' is the 
required area for midspan fracture multiplied :t,y ~max = 1.38, 
. Req'd ~ = (1.38) (12. 7) = 17 .5 in2 
... 
'Ihe max1DIDD FCBD arxl FCEII' in the cross bracirg due to 
fracb1re in the first interior panel are fcmrl fran Eq's. 4.20 arxl 
4.24, 
FCBD = (0.5) (0.84)(457.9)(1.38) = 265.4 k 
FCBH = (1.6)(0.78)(457.9) = 571.5 k 
'Ihe :maxi111nn force, FTL' in a top lateral bracirg diagonal is 
foud fran Eq. 5.2, 
FTL • (0.5)(1.38) (457.9) = 316.0 k 
6.2.2.3 Resultirq ca;~> 
'Ihe resultirg (L\/~) f1.an the Ioad Factor Method is given by Eq. 
3.47. 
fond 
lJsai, 
'Ihe area, Ag' and nanent of inertia, Ig' of the girder 
flan the data in Table 2. An average value of Ag am Ig 
Ag = (80) (0.5) + (2)(18)(2.19) = 118.75 in2 
are 
are 
Ig = (1/12)(0.5)(80) 3 + 2(18)(2.19)(41.1) 2 = 1.54 X 105 in4 
Stlbsti tutirg into Eq. 3 • 4 7 yields, 
.~, 
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(36) (100) (8)(5) 1 (82.2) 2 
(1.61) 2 + (12.7) +----
4(1.61) 118.75 4(1.54x105) 
- -
-
2(29000) (6.67) (7) 
1 
or, 
-
183 
'!be ratio of the midspan diagonals strain, End, to the yield 
strain Ey, is given by F.q. 3.50, 
1 1 (82.2) 2 
3(49 - 7 - 5)(12.7) + 5 4(1.61) ·. 118. 75 4(1.54Xl0 ) 
= l + 
or, 
= 1.55 
6.2.3 Serviceability Method 
If the st.ren;Jth methods result in a larger CLVl) for midspan 
fracture than the chosen (6/ St) lim' serviceability· controls. When 
serviceability controls, the requiial area, ~' of the bottan 
lateral diagonal.s is dete.rmi ned ftan the (A/ ~ ) lim usin;J the 
Serviceability Method equations (F.q's. 3.30, 3.33 and 3.34). 'Ihe 
requi re,ents of the ct'OSS bracing and top lateral bracin;J systems are 
dete.rmi ned fl:an the Allowable stress Method equations usin;J the value 
of FBL .fran the Serviceability Method. 'Ibis is beca11se the Allowable 
stress am Serviceability Methods use the same lh:ldel. considerin;J all 
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of the bot.tan lateral di~ aaJ s. 
'!he requi?m ~ f1-an the Serviceability Method considers aily 
'Dus value of Aar_, must be CCll(aB:red to the zaquired 
area for the critical stress 
Method (F.q. 3 .11) • 'Iba lm:ger of these two values l"'illl!!!Jlt-.ft,,............,. the 
of the bottan lateral diagonals. 
'lhree different values of (A/~)lim are chosen to illustrate how 
the Serviceability Method is 11sed with the st.ren;rth methods to 
the of the bottan lateral bracirg system. 'Ihe 
three values cover the limits of cL\1~>11m established in Art~ 3.4.4, 
'!he resultirg (A/~) for the st.ren;rth nethcrls -were preseilted in 
.Art. 3 • 5 .1 for the Allowable stress Method am Art. 3 • 5. 2 for the 
I0:1d Factor Method. For the 100 ft span bridge with ~en panels the 
strergth 11ethods :resulted in ~ followirg values of (ti/~): 
... _..,, 
Allowable stress Method: 
Toad Factor Method: 
6.2.3.1 (o/~)lim s 1/100 
A 1 
-
= 
273 
1 
183 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
'!his is a lower Wnd of (A/j)lim am is abcut as nuch deflectiai 
as sha.lld be tolerated. In this case the maximnn slope due to 
fracture in the em panel f:tall Fq. 3.35 is, 
8cr • [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/100) 
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0 
= 0.034 rad • 1.93 
. I 
.r".: 
.) C 
Fran F,q's. 6.1 am 6.2, bath the Ioad Factor am Allcwable stress 
Methods result in less deflectioo than (6/~)liln = 1/100. 'lherefore 
either method may be 11scd to the of the bottan· 
lateral bracirg. '1he followirg required areas, AaL, for midspan 
fracture have been fOlln:i, . 
Allcwable stress Method: 
Ioad Factor Methcxi: 
= 16.0 in2 
= 12. 7 in2 
'lherefore the smaller Aar, (12.7 in2) frcm the load Factor Met.lm 
.,l.- ,, 
ccrrtrols. Frc211 Art. 6. 2 • 2 • 2, the required area for the cri tica 1 
fracture in the first interior panel is 17.5 in2• 
6.2.3.2 (6/~)lim = 1/200 
maxiwn slope di• to f:t·act,1re in the am panel is given by 
F.q. 3.35, 
ecr • (3.6 - (1.6)/7] (l/200) = 0.011 rad = o.97° 
In thia case the detlectia, (1/183) f1:an the Toad 
Factor Method (F.q. 6.2) ill greater than the (A/~)lim • 1/200. 
J;,f) 
deflectia'l (1/273) res•ilting fnD the Allcwable stress Method (F.q. 
6.1) is less than the (A/~) 1im. 
'lberefore, with ( .6/9') lim • 1/200, the Allcwable stress Methcd 
controls arn the reqa.1irai area for midspan fracture is 16.0 in2 • 
Fn:m Art. 6.2.1.2, the required area for the critical fLacture 
scenario was fond to be 17.6 in2 • 
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6.2.3.3 (A/l)lim = 1/300 
'lhis is the upper bCAJrxi of ( A/~ ) lim ard is the 1uost restrictive 
( Af1) lim. '!he maxilffllm eni slope due to fracture in the em panel 
fran F,q. 3. 35 is, 
0 ecr = [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/300) = 0.011 rad = 0.64 
In this case the deflections resul tirg fran the I oad Factor 
Methcxl (1/183) ard the Allowable stress Method (1/273) are greater 
than the (b./9.)lim" 'lherefore, ser.riceability controls. 
'Ihe required 
3.30. 'Ihe values of the coefficients ~ ard ~ are found fran Eq's. 
3.33 800. 3.34, 
-
50 + 
' ··,•{•·,,• 
-
50 + 
100 
(100)[3 - 0.007 / (1/300)] 
100 
(100)[3.5 - 0.007 / (1/300)] 
= o. 71 
= 0.53 
SUbstitutirq these values of~ ard ~ into Eq. 3.30, the required 
AaL = 
16(29000)(7)(6.67) 2 (1/300) 
[(0.71) (3.58)(100) + 2(0.53) (82.0)] 
or, AaL = 18.4 in2 
··· 'Ihis is the requjxed area for midspan fzacture. '!his area must 
be caupared to the zequjred area for the critical fzacture scenario 
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in the Allowable stress Method (17 .6 in2). Sirx:e 18.4 • 2 lll 
\ 
> 17.6 
in2, the area required for the ServiCEm>ility Method is also 
satisfactoey for stren-Jth cxmsiderat~ons with fractures other than at 
midspan. 'Iherefore, with (A/~) lim = 1/300, the Serviceability Method 
cart:.rols and the reqn ired Am, is 18. 4 in2 • 
For this case where se%Vicaability cart:.rols, the 
the cross bracirg and tcp lateral bracirg systans are 
of 
fran 
the Allowable stress Method equatia1&. 'Ihe fore&, FBL is fooni by" 
& lllJJtiplyirq ~ by the allowable stress, fall' 
FBL = (18.4 in2) (27 ksi) • 496.8 k 
' 
'Ihe maxi nnn foz5Q?S in the croos bracirg are gi van by F.q' s. 4 .11 
ard 4.13, 
"''"'1 
FC:fli • (1.35)(0.78)(496.8) • 523.l k 
Fel30 • (0.65)(0.84)(496.8) • 271.3 k 
'Ihe maxi1J1un fore&, FTL' in a tcp lateral diagcmal is fa.in:i fran 
F.q. 5.1, 
FTL = (0.65)(496.8) = 322.9 k 
·, 6. 3 Mc:Ji tialal. Exai,ples 
'll1e fon111Jas devel~ in Olapters 3, 4 and 5 are applied to the 
\,) 
other five ccut>inatioos of span lED3lh and ntDnt~r of panels in 
additicm to the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels. 'Ihe data for 
each of the six bricqes is s nmoarized in Table 16. 
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'Ihe results - of the requin:d Aar_, am the forces in the alternate 
load path for each bridge are au11narized in Tables 17 am 18 for the 
Allowable stress am Ioad Factor Methcxls respectively. 
6. 3. 1 Diso,ssia1 of Results 
ExaminatiCl'l of Tables 17 arrl 18 reveals that the Ioad Factor 
Method results in a lower requiTEd ~ for all six bridges. 
ct-oos bracin] arrl tq> lateral bracirg forces for the 100 ft. spans 
are very close for both stren:Jth methcrls. For lager spans, the toad 
...... ~ 
, I Factor Method reailts ll1 •Jdl lower cn:JSS bracin] arrl tq> lateral 
Table 19A srn11oarizes the requind ~ arrl :resultirg (A/~) for 
midspan fzact,,re for both the stren;th methoos. 
6.3.1.1 (A/~)lim • 1/100 
Exam1natia1 of Table 19A shclws that all of the resultin] values 
of ( A;~ )1.ua are below 1/100. 'lberefore serviceability is mt a 
factor if (A/~) lim is dlCS8n as 1/100. Table l9B shcwB the required 
~ for the critical flacbrre scenario. Examinaticn of the table 
sha«s that the ·r<*i Factor Method governs in all six cases with a 
smaller~· 
6.3.1.2 (A/i>11m = 1/200 
_All of the deflectia1S are less than 1/200 except for the Ioad 
Factor Method with the 100 ft. span with seven panels as shown in 
Table 19A. In this· cam the Ioad Factor Method ocntrols for all of 
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r the briaJeS except the 100 ft span with seven panels. '!his bridge is 
ex>ntrolled by the All""1able stress Methcxi beca11se it results in 
acx:eptable deflections. 
6.3.1.3 (A/~)lim = 1/300 
Table 19A shows that the Toad Factor Method · : results in 
unaooeptahle deflections in all six cases. 'Ihe All""1able stress 
Method govmim for the 1so ft am 200 ft spans. 
SerVic»ability oc:ntrols for the 100 ft spans when this 
restrictive ( b./ ~ ) lim is used. '!be requited Aar, fran 
Se:t'Viceability Method is shown in t.he battan ra« of Table 19A. 'lbese 
. val1ies of ~ lllJSt be ccmpat ed to the value of ~ for the critical 
fl·acL11re scenario tran the All""1able stress Method. 
For the 100 ft span bri&Je with five panels the critical fracture 
2 2 for the All""1able stress Method oc:ntrols beca11se 20. 7 in > 18 .1 in 
., 
as shown in the table. For the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels 
the SerViceability Method oc:ntrols bacatJSe 18. 4 in2 > 17. 6 in2 as 
shcwn in the table. 
' 
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7. VERD'ICATI<:fi OF 'IHE 
'Ihe equations develope:i for the of the alternate 
load path in 01apters 3, 4 ard 5 med to be checked on a three-
dimensiaial brickJe 11.xlel. 'Ihe JOOdel t)Sod to develop .the equations Ir 
considered the lx>ttan lateral diaga,als to be the only system 
available to develop the fozces released at the fracb,re. 'Ihe areas 
of the cross bracin;J diaga,aJs ard the tc,p lateral bracin;J were 
relliced to nearly zero (O. 001 in2) • 'Iha n.xlel was then adjusted to 
prevent any relative :rovauent be;LvKJOn the two girders so that the 
I 
II 
fonxs in the bottan !f1teral diagcmals co1Jd be ~elq,ed. 
7 .1 O;qutez: Mcdel ., . 
'lhe oc:11piter model for the verificatia1 st,ny llllSt n:>:re\ closely 
llR)roximate the real behavior of the bridge. 'Iherefore the nanent of 
inertia of the unfracta1red girder bottan flarge 
practically infinite (106 in4) to its acb,aJ value. 'Iha areas of the 
CJ 
bottall lateral diagamls, cress bracin;J horizcmtals, cross bracin:J 
d]aga,als and tc,p lateral diaga,als fran the equatia,s develcpd in 
01apters 3, 4 ard 5 are inserted into the o:a1piter naiel. '!his is 
'Ihe resulti.rg foroos ard 
deflEK.:tia,s are examined to see if the equations develcpod for the 
of the alternate load path are satisfactory. 
' 
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7.2 Allowable stress Mathcd 
altemate 
load path are m111m,arized in Table 17. Members are dlosen ~ch are 
capable of ca:rryirg these forces withCllt the allClWable 
stresses. 'Ihe areas of these ne11bers are irprt into the ca,piter 
11,:,del. 
'Ihe same aSS1n1ptions in Art. 6.111sai for the exanples are 11sed 
for the ,~ification sb.lly. It is assmned that the steel has a yield 
stress of 36 ksi am the allClWable stresses of the Operatin:J Patin:J 
level are 11sed. For the Operatin:J Patin; level with steel of 36 ksi 
yield strergth the allCMable stresses are, ~ · 
Tensiai: f a11 = 0. 75 fy = 27 ksi 
O"lipressiai: fall,c • 21180 - 0.67(KI/r) 2 
7. 2 .1 Midspan Fracture 
(7 .1) 
(7.2) 
'Ihe' required area,~, of battan lateral bracirg am the forces 
which DllSt be carried by the alternate load path menters for midspan 
fracture are • a,auarized in Table 17A. 'Iha nu 1,t:ers c::hosen to cany 
these forces witlnlt exr::eErl1n; the allOilable stresses given by F.q's. 
7 .1 ard 7. 2 are S' n11uarized in Table 20. 'lbe areas of these 11.:anbers 
'''\·l(,t\ 
are irp.rt into the cc:a,pzter 1ucdel ani midspan fz-actura is 
• 
'Iha nw,Jt.s of the ca11uter output are S1D111tarized in Table 21A • 
. '·"""' In the tabla ft is the max1nDD tensile stress in a 11.:alber am ,max 
f c,max is the maxinnn oacp:essive stress. 'Ihe allowable cacpressive 
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stress, fall,c is fcmxi frail F.q. 7.2. 'lbere is a slight overstress 
in the bottan lateral tensia1 d]aga,als at midspan for the 150 arxl 
200 ft spans. 'Ihe stresses in all the other neobers of the alternate 
load path are belCM their allowable stress as shown in the table. 
· 'Ihe stresses in the a.-oss bracirg diagoral s am top lateral diagonals 
are significantly belCM fall,c as sham in the table. 
'Ihe only nears affected by m:,vement of the fract,,re location is 
the bottan lateral diagonals. Midspan fracture is the critical 
fracture scenario for all at.her 111embers cm the alternate load path. 
'Ihe requj red area, AaL, of the bottan lateral diaga,al s for fi::act,1re 
. . in the panel adjacent to midspan are shown in Table 17B. Also, the 
mxiJI1:nn ca:1pressiai force, FBic' in a bottan lateral diagonal due to 
f:r:acture in the first interior panel are shown in the table. Members 
are chosen to satisfy the requjred AaL wit.hart 
allowable canpressi ve stress. 
'1he areas of these nenbers are inp.It into the cc1,piter 111cxlel • 
... 
Both critical fracbJ:ra scenarios are i11posed. First a fracbxre is 
inposed in the panel adjacent to midspan to see if the maxi11un 
tensile stress, ft,max' in a bottan lateral diagonal exceeds the 
allowable tensile stress, fa1i • Secom, a fracbJ:re is i n{osed in the 
first interior panel to see if the maximnn ca1pressiv~ stress, 
fc,max' 8XJ:X!Cds the allowable ca,pressive stress, fall,c· 
'Ihe results of the caup.zter outpit are SUll'IDarized in Table 21B. 
' 
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For the ~se of fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan, there is a 
very slight overstress in a bottan lateral diagonal in tension for 
the 200 ft span bridge with 13 panels. 
amplification factor, ! = 1.1, will resu1 t in adequate values of Aar;.· · 
for arrJ fracture scenario. 
'Ihe maxirm.nn caupressive stress, f max' in a bottan lateral c, 
diagonal due to fracture in the first interior panel is much less 
1
· than the allowable co.rrpressi ve stress, as shown in the table. 
'Ihe maxirm.nn COitt>ressive stress, fc,max' in the cross braci.n;J 
horizontals are all below the allowable co.rrpressive stress as shown 
in. the table. 'Ihe stresses in the cross bracirg diagonals am top 
lateral diagonals are not shown in Table 21B because they are 
significantly below fall,c as was the case for midspan fracture. 
7.2.3 Discussion of Results 
'Ihe Allowable Stress Method equations developed in Olapters 3, 4 
an:i 5 for the :ts of the alternate load path gave 
satisfactory results in the verification study. 'Ihe stresses in all 
of the alternate load path members are below the allowable, except 
for a slight overstress in the midspan diagonal in the 150 am 200 ft 
spans. 
One interestin:J outcane of the verification study is the 
resultil'g stress level in the cross bracin; ard top lateral 
· diagonals. 'Ihe equations developed in c'Cllapters 4 ams for the 
ts of these members result in stresses significantly bel"'1 
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fall,c' as sham in Table 21A. is 
the result of neglectirg the cross bracirg forcrs in the derivatiai 
of the equatioos. 
Figure 45(a) shows the forces am reactions act.irg on the 
fracbrred girder ~l~ the foroos fran the cross bracirg. '!he 
downward cross bracirg shears in the panels without fracture tern to 
re:iuce the total fot:ce, [F = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 , actirq at the 
'll1e forces F2, F3 am F4 shewn in Fig. 45(a) are greatly reluced 
I by.,, the downward cross bracin;J shears. '!he fot:ce F1 remains 
'-~ 
· arpt:axi:mately the same baca11se the upward ctms bracirq sheifu; in the 
[F due to the 
'lbarefore, the Lottaa lateral diagaml for09S in the panel with 
ara iool,xkd or not. Hcwavaz-, the bot.tan lateral diaga,al fora?s in 
the panel with ftacb,re ara greatly railrsd by the downward Cl1Q3S 
bracin) shears. 'lhis explains ~ the equatioos for the midspan 
tensioo di~aals give :raascnable resu,Jts while the equations for the 
maxinDD ca,pressive stress in the em ·panel diagonal dlie to fracture 
in the first interior panel 91:eatly overestimate the fotce. 
'!he fOJ:ces in the bottan lateral bracirg diaga,als are shown in 
Fig. 45(b). '!he force cf>tlFBL is greatly r:aluced because of the 
downward ct.am bracirg shears. 
diagcraals actirg at the cross bracirg are shewn µl~ 45(c). 
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force actirg a1 the unfracb1red girder, U, is greatly Iecluce:i beca11se 
of the :r:ednctim in ~tl.FBL. 
'lhe assa P•a:i fozce distrib.Itiai betWOP-11 the ctoss bracirq ne1ubers 
was given by F,q's •. 4.1 ard 4.2, 
FCIH = ~{U+F)/2 
F C3> = kd (U-F) /2 
'!he ct.~s bracirq horizaitaJ force, FCBH' is a tun::tion of (U+F). 
'lhe cross bracirq diagonal force, FCBD' is a tun::ticn of (U-F). 
'Iha values of (U+F) and (U-F) are ca1pared for the two different 
carpzter JD:dels 11scd. 'lhe sinplificd 11.cdel describm in Art. 3.1, 
which was 11sed in the develcpnent of all the equatioos, ard the 
verificatioo sb:dy Dmel descriha:i in Art. 7 .1 which irci.1Jded the 
ct"CXls bracirq. am tq> lateral bracirg. 'lhe :rea1Jts are sununa.rizcd in 
Table 22. 
As exrected, there is a great reductial in U fran the sinplifiEd 
11cdel to the verificatia1 sbx!y model. 'lllere is also a slight 
ir. :rease in F as shewn in the table. 
rec.bicai signifiamt.ly (37-431) • 'Ibis explains why the equatia, for 
the forc.,e in the c.roas bracirq horizaital (F,q. 4.24) gives gocxi 
rea,J ts while the equatia1 for the fozoe in the ct'OSS bracirg 
' diaga,als (F,q. 4.20) is very ca,servative. 
_.,. 
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7. 3 Toad Factor Method 
Verificatia1 of the Toad Factor Method is perfo111ed on the 150 ft 
span brictJe with seven panels of lateral }?racirg. For verificatia1 
of Ioad Factor Method, the bottan lateral diagonals in 
0~11,ressicri are aSS\Dte.1 to be DJCkled. 'Iherefore aily the tensioo 
diagooals are m::1,~ in the e-a,p.rter 11me1. For the tensicri 
djagarals asmaa.ed to be yielded, the yield force is arplied in place 
of the necter. 
'll1e req1.1i ted area, Aat, of l:ottan lateral bracirg arxi the forces 
which llllSt be carried by the alternate load path 1ueubers for the case 
of m1 dspan ftacb,re are SI manarized in Tabla 18A. Botten lateral 
di~l members are chosen to satisfy the required Aar, (14.B in2). 
cross bracirg am top lateral diagooal nerbars are chosen which cany 
ccap:ressiai stress, 
f < a (0.85) fy 
\ 
1 -
'Ihe ne1tbel:'S chosen are sha.ffl in Table 23A. 
(7. 3) 
'lhe areas of these ne1ters are inplt into the cc:111p-1ter 11me1 ard 
• It is aSS\Dled that aily the midspan 
tensiai diaga,als are yielded. 'Iherefore, the yield foI'oe, FY, is 
in place of the midspan diagcmals at these locatia1S, 
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FY = (Aar,) (fy) = (14.9)(36) = 536.4 k 
All of 
the bottan lateral force.g shewn in Fig. 46(a) are less than the yield 
force, FY = 536.4 k. '!he assumption that the midspan tension 
diagonals yielded must ·ro,, be checked. '!he deflections of the bottan 
lateral system at the midspan panel are shown in Fig. 46(b). 
Frani Fig. 46(b) the elor.gation, end, of the midspan tension 
diagonals is, 
21.43 . 18 
end = (0.84 + 0.11) , , + (0.99 - 1.17) = 0.612 in~". 27.99 27.99 
'Iherefore the strain, End' in the midspan diagonals is, 
(0.612) 
= 1.82 X 10-J 
(27. 99) (12) 
'!he strain, End, in the midspan diagonal shc:w.d be greater than the 
yield strain, Ey = (fy)/E, if the assunption that the midspan 
djagonals are yielded is correct. 
' 
E y - !_y -- -
E 
36 
29000 
E = 1.82 x 10-3 > mi 
= 1.24 X 10-3 
-3 Ey = 1.24 x 10 
'Iherefore the assunption is correct am the I oad Factor Method is 
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verified for the requjra,a.rt:s of ~. bot.tan lateral diaga,als. 
'Ihe forces in the craas bracirq am top lateral bracirq are sh.own 
in Fig's. 46(c) am (d). 'Ihe maxinDD forces in all these ll'Slnbers are 
all belCM the forces sh.own in Fig. 18A fran the Toad Factor Method 
equaticms for midspan f1.act,,re. 'lbe results are S1D11narized in Table 
23B. 
7.3.2 critical Fracture scenario 
'lbe critical fracture scenario for the load Factor Method is 
fracture in the first interior panel. 'Ihe requi1'Ed area, ~' of 
bottan lateral diaga,al am the forces w.idl llllSt be carried by the 
11eDrs of the alternate load path are S\DtauarizEd in Table l8B. 
oJ'/ 
Bot.tan la~ diaga,aJ 11enbers are chosen to satisfy the required --~-, ~ 
(20.4 ~ 2). Cross brae.in; am top lateral bracirg members are 
chosen w.ich carry the forces sh.own in Table 18B without 
the maximnn axial caupressicn stress given by Eq" 7. 3. '!he members 
chosen are sn11narizEd in Table 24A. 
'llle areas of these mm11bers are irpit into the ce1,p.rter D:del 
in .the first interior panel. It is first 
assiuued that the tensiai a1aga,a1 in the first interior panel has 
yielded am that the i:est of the bottan lateral tension diaga,als 
have not reached yield. '1he ca1piter a.rtp.it proved this aSS1u1ption 
to be wrag as the strain, E lid' of the diaga,al in the first 
interior panel was less than the yield strain. 
It is l'XM aSSJn,Bd that m1e of the bottan lateral tension 
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,_..,,,_,..)f,. diagonals are yielded.·" '1he results of the carp1ter output are shown 
in Fig. 47. '!he yield force, FY-, for the bottan lateral diagonal is, 
F = (A--)(f) = (20.8) (36) = 748.8 k ~ y -l3L y 
All of the bottan lateral diagonal forces shown in Fig. 47(a) are 
less than FY = 748.8 k. 'Iherefore, none·· of the bottan lateral 
diagonals have reached yield. 
'1he forces in the cross brae~ am top lateral brae~ are shown 
in Fig's. 47(b) am (c). '1he maximum forces in all these members are 
all below the forces shown in Table l8B fran the Ioad Factor Method 
equations for the critical fracture scenario. '1he resu1 ts are 
sununarized in Table 24B. 
7.3.3 Discussion of Results 
'1he ic.:xiel usej in the development of the I oad Factor Methcxi 
equations assumes that all of the cacpression diagonals are buckled 
am the tension diagonals are yielded. '1he verification study on the 
150 ft span bridge with seven panels showed that the equations 
3, 4 am 5 are conservative. 
In the verification study for midspan fracture, only the midspan 
tension diagonals reach the yield point. For the case of fracture in ' 
the first interior panel, none of the bottan lateral diaga,als 
reached yield. 'Iherefore, ... the ~tions for the Ioad Factor Method 
result in conservative values for the of the alternate 
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7. 4 Serviceability Method 
'Ihe deflecticms fran the Allcwable stress Met.hod ca,prter st,Jdies , 
are examined to the effe::t of the two different ca1p.Iter 
11.xlels ai the magru:bES of defla::Liais. Table 25 summarizes the 
'. 
girder defle..:Liat at midspan for the case of midspan 
'Ihe first ra,, sbawa the deflectiai :rasultin; fran the 
sinplified 11cdel (Art. 3.1) ,wed in the develqnent of the altermte 
load path req,111auart:s in Chapters 3, 4 am 5. '!he seo:ni rt14i shews 
the deflectia1 res• 1J tirg fl.1:11 ·· the 
verificaticn sbdy (Art. 7 .1) • 
Examinatia1 of Table 25 reveals that . the deflectiais fran the 
verificatiai sbn}' are extremely close to the values fran the 
sinplif ied ca,1uter 1DOdel. 'Ihe defle::tia,s in the verif icaticn sbdy 
are all.y 4-81 higher. 'Iherefore, this verifies the equatia,s for 
seIViceability develq:ed in Art. 3.,~. 
; f, 
', 
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8.1 Ccn:lusioos 
'lhis paper presents Rat.in] of 
two-girder steel bridges. '1hrae different ReluJJlar.::,y Ratm} methods 
are presented. 'Ihe strergth met:lxxJs are the Allowable stress Method 
an:i the Toad Factor Method.· 'Ihe third method is the serviceability 
Method Web is baSEd a1 a limit.in] deflecticri-to-span-ler.gth ratio. 
,Ill 
'Ihe racpizacents of the alternate load path are 
of the three methods. 
us.in] each 
':"---> 
'Ihe brid;e Calfiguratia, st,ldied in this research is based cri the 
bri~ in Ref. 10 as soown in Fig. s. Six ca11binatioos of span 
·1En:Jth an:i 1111t>e:r- of panels as mxM1 in Table 2 U'e investigatai. 
F.quatioos for the requiranents of the alternate load path 11elbe.rs are 
develq>Ed by each of the Red n dan::,y Ratirg methods. 
It is fond that the Toad Factor Method :resi,Jts in the lowest 
Iequi1M area, A:eL, of bot.tan lateral diagooals for all cases. 'Ihe 
Allowable stress Metlm res1Jts in a higher Iequired ~ am le.c;s 
defla::Lia1. 'lherefore, the method \tthich controls the 
Rat.in] of a given bridge deperds en the limit.in] deflectiai-to-span-
lenJth ratio, ( A/i)lim" 
then a lazge mrD.Dit of deflectioo is tolerated, (A/~) lim • 1/100, 
the toad Factor Methcxi governs for each caubinatia1 of span lergth 
am nmter of panels. lhm less defl.ectim is allOlli'a:i, (~/.l) lim = 
1/200, the Ioad Factor Methcxi still oontrols for five of the six 
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ca1i>inatia1S of ~ am n. 'lbe Allowable stress Method controls for 
the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels bec:a11se the toad Factor 
Method results in deflectioos greater than (A/~)lim = 1/200. 
lbm a very n:strictive (o/~) lim of 1/300 is dlosen, the Toad 
Factor Method resu1 ts in excessive deflectioos for all cases. 'Ihe 
Allowable stress Method controls for the 150 am 200 ft spans. 'Ihe '· 
Seiviceability Method beca1es a factor for the 100 ft spans when this 
:restrictive (A/~) lim is nsed. 
For the 100 ft span bricg& with five panels, the critical 
' fracbire for the Allowable stress Methcxi controls. For the 100 ft 
span bri~ with seven panels, the Servia!ability Method oontrols. 
'Iherefo:re, the Servia!ability Method controls for ally a1e bridge, 
even with the veey strict limitatia, of (AA) lim = 1/300. 
' It is cx:nc1,an - that the Serviceability Method is not a factor 
the 
alternate load path can be foud by eadl of the strer¢h 1nethods. If 
the briaJa arqineer, the toad Factor Method controls. If the Load 
Factor Methcd :results in a ( A/~ ) which is Jim'& than the bridge 
erqineer can tolerate, the AllCMlble stress Mithod determines the 
requ:i1a1ants of the alternate load path ire,lbers. 
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a. 2 Reca,a,emations 
'!his thesis presented the concept of Ratin:J of 
two-girder steel bridges. Only one bridge configuration was sb:Died 
in this research. '!he study was limited to sim,ple span, ite 
two-girder bridges with bottan lateral bracin:J, cross bracin:J, arxl 
~. top lateral bracirq. 'Ihe bottan am top lateral bracirg are assumed 
to be X-shaped. El}uations are developed for the 
these members for the practical ran;e of existi.rg two-girder bridges 
with this configuration. 
More research is necderl to develop the of all two-
girder bridges with an alternate load path consisti.rg of the bottan 
lateral bracirxJ, cross bracirxJ, arxl top lateral .bracin:J. For 
instance, a bridge with K-shaped bracirg. 
Research is needed to develop the ~ · ~~"'"'ts of two-girder 
bridges with different configurations. For exanple, two-girder 
bridges with a canposite ~eek, ;cross frarres or diaphragms, etc. '!he 
altemate load path available for these bridges needs to be 
identifiEd. :ts of this alternate load path must then 
be dete:rmi nej. 
Ratirg procedure must also be established for 
continuous two-girder bridges. '!he alternate load path in this case 
4, 
can make 11se of the ?18Jative 1,a,ent capacity am stiffness of the 
fractured girder (.§). 
9 
Bridges, such as two-girder through bridges, which do not have 
the bracirg systens necessai:y for a reliable altemate load path must 
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also be examined. Olws possible alternative waild be to investigate 
the 11se of cable St1Ip:>rt tec:hniques to provide the alternate load 
path. 
Ext:ersiai is ooeded to oonsider bJo-girder steel 
curved, . straight curved 
artio1Jated ard straight, c,1rved ard continucl.Js skewed bria]es. 
Finally, nme research is oooded to establish ait)rq>riate loadirg . , 
ccn:Jitioos, load factors, allc:Mable stresses ard 1n1ect factors for 
Rootudan;y Ratirg. SUitable values are stq;JeSted in Art. 6.1 for the 
exanples. what these values 
shool.d be. 
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Type GIS'IKJUI, 
Designatia1 
3-D Truss SPACE 'IHJSS 
Plana 
stresa 
Flat 
Shall 
(Plate) 
SPACE FRAME 
Shape Br~e~ 
Mt:deled 
Cicss bracirq: 
diagonals 
horiza'ltals 
battan laterals 
tcp laterals 
3 translatiaw. girder flan:;,es 
am 
3 rctatiam gllder stiffeners 
2 translatia1 
at eadl node 
3- translatia• 
am 
deck link 
gllder web 
deck 
3 J:Otatiaw 
at each node. 
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Table 2 Details of 02,prter St•dy Bridges 
Bri~ Span 
NI JJ•ler of panels 
Gimar Depth, d (in) 
Flarqas 
wab 
midspan 
qia:rte:t: span 
1 
2 
3 
100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
n-5 n=7 n=7 n-9 rF9 n=l3 
80 120 160 
,_ 
18'' X 2. 511 22" X 2.7511 2511 X 3.011 
18" X 1.87511 22" X 2.0" 2511 X 2.2511 
80" X 0.511 120" X 0. 75" 160" X 1. 011 
9.36 8.00 9.74 8.54 9.95 8.54 
18.72 15.99 19.47 17.07 19.89 17.07 
37.44 31.98 38.94 34.14 39.78 34.14 
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Table 3 ca,,eriaat ot Raquirad Bottca Iataral Bracin:, 
Arau, AaL, for RRF • 1 (Eq. 3. 7) 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NI u11ber of panels n-5 rr-7 r,-7 n--9 
fy=30 ksi (fa11=22.5) I 
*l ca,p.rter Analysis 22.5 19.8 32.6 29.4 
Eq's 3.9 am 3.10 24.5 20.9 33.6 29.5 
fy=36 ksi (fa11=27. 0) 
~ 
*2 et,11:uter Analysis 16.8 14.7 23.2 21.5 
Fq's 3.9 am 3.10 18.2 15.6 24.6 21.6 
fy=50 ksi (fa11=37.5) 
*3 Q:11piter Analysis 10.5 9.1 13.6 12.4 
Fq's 3.9 am 3.10 11.0 · 9.4 14.3 12.5 
fy~o ksi (fall=-45.0) 
*4 ec1,1uter Analysis 8.2 7.0 10.2 9.4 
Fq's 3.9 am J.10 8.4 7.2 10.7 9.4 
Allowable straaaes tor Operatirg Rat.in; lavel (Ref. 4) : 
*l 
*2 
n-9 J'Plll3 
43.0 35.5 
44.l 36.5 
30.3 25.8 
31.9 26.4 
17.4 14.5 
18.1 15.0 
12.9 10.6 
13.4 11.1 
*3 For steel A94 (1-1/8" am mder), A242, M40 am M41 (3/4" am 
*4 
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Table 4 MPtx111111 Stzassea in a Bottan Iateral Diaga,al tor M1 dspan Fracture 
4A. Max1JDDD Tensile stress (ksi) 
Brici;ae Span 100 tt 150 ft 200 ft 
NI Hnt::,ar of Panels n-5 r,a7 n-7 n-9 n-9 n-13 
C 
fall= 27 ksi 25.2 25.8 25.9 26.6 26.6 27.3 
4B. Ratio of MaxiJmJm 0111,ressive stress to Maxim.ml Tensile stress (fc!ft) 
Brll9 Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NI n11b er of Panels n-5 fP"7 rr-7 n--9 n-9 n-13 
~ 0.27 0.41 0.17 0.28 0.12 0.30 ft 0 
104 
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Table 5 
SA. Max1nw1Dl Tensile stress (ksi) 
100 ft, n s 100 ft, rF7 200 ft, n 9 
m1dspan 25.2 25.8 26,6 
ti-aa midspan 25,6 ·26, 7 26.0 
24.9 26.l 23.5 
-- 25.6 19.4 
fo,r panels f.tan midspan 
. ··-- 15.7 
SB. Ratio of Max1111111 ca,,,ressiva .. Sb.ess to MaximJm Tensile 
streaa for M1d9'en (fd'ft) 
} 
£'\r-·-
C· 
100 tt, n 5 100 ft, n-7 200 ft, n 9 Fractuna 
Scenario 
0.27 
0,51 
·-
105 
0.41 0.12 
0.50 0.16 
Q,H 0.19 
• 
"'' 
Table 6 Effect of Aa..- cm the MaximJm Tensile stress for Differeflt Fract,,re Scenarios 
Maximum Tensile stress (ksi) 
~ lower Bann Area for ~r Boum 
c12~in2) RRF=:J..~ Area (20.0 in2 ) (16. 0 in ) 
Mj dspan Fract11re 31.0 25.8 22.4 
~=~~~n 33.0 26.7 22.8 (+6.3%) (+3.5%) (+1.8%) 
Table 7 ~~~ of Maxim.mt caupressi~ stress for Fracture in the Interior Panel to Maxillum Tensile stress for Midspan Fracb,re (fc:/ft) ... 
\. 
\ 
BrickJe Span 100 tt 150 ft 200 ft 
NI 1111ber of Panels n-5 'CP7 r,:,=1 n=9 n-9 n=l3 
0( 1.345 1.609 1.306 1.472 1.287 1.539 
fc ,, ,_, 0.51 Q.68 0.40 0.49 0.32 0.42 f+. 
• 
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Table 8 Anplif icatia1 Factor, ~, to take into Aa:n u 1t the Iocaticm of Fracture for the Practical Ran;e of n 
• 0 (Midspan Fracb1re) 1 2 3 4 5 1 
n=S 1.0 1.26 1.08 
n=7 1.0 1.22 1.35 1.06 
n=9 1.0 1.19 1.34 1.39 1.05 
n = 11 1.0 1.16 1.30 1.40 1.41 1.04 
n = 13 1.0 1.14 1.27 1.38 1.45 1.43 
n = 15 . 1.0 1.12 1.24 1.34 1.43 1.48 
• 
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6 
1.04 
1.44 
g) 
Table 9 Values of '1r> am Ur, for Different Values of ( ~~) lilll 
Bricge Span 100 ft 150 ft ' ' 200 ft 
NI n11ber of panels n-5 r,:=7 rP7 n-9 n-9 n=l3 
'\ 
(A/~) lim = 1/200 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.24 
11c 
c~1)> i1m = 1;300 0.65 0.64 0.49 0.50 0.36 0.36 
(A/~)lim = 1/200 0.38 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.19 
Ur, ( ~~) lim =- 1/300 0.47 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.26 0.25 
• 
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Table 10 Deflection ~ta for critical Fracture in the Elk.I Panel for seiviaaability Methcd 
~: ( 0 /t)li·n= 1/100 (o/~) lin= 1/200 ( 0 /~) li:n= 1/300 
em eni em 
midspan panel midspan panel midspan panel fr&_:: I I I" 'w fra\.;: 111" ,'w fl: a\,.;: I 1 I" ._ f ra\,.;; I 1 I" .::;: frac: I I I'-~ fra\_;: I ] r ._ 
-
6. 11.4111 3. 9211 5. 7911 1.8911 3. 8011 1.1911 
1 = 100 ft 6/i (1/105) (1/207) (1/316) 
... ,,, .... 
n=S <P6 1.0 0.34 1.0 0.33 1.0 o. 31 ~, 
~ 1.0 1.72 1.0 1.63 1.0 1.57 
11 15. 5911 3. 0611 8.2711 1. 5311 5. 6911 1. 0011 
i= 150 ft 011 (1/115) (1/218) (1/316) 
n=9 <P4 1.0 0.20 1.0 0.19 1.0 0.18 
<Pa 1.0 1.77 1.0 1.67 1.0 1.58 
~ 19. 9011 2. 74'' 10. 7411 1.4011 7. 5111 o. 94 11 
\ = 200 i~ 6~ (l/121) (1/223) (1/320) 
n•9 <1>~ 1,0 0.14 1.0 0.13 1.0 0.13 
<1>81 1.0 1.79 1.0 1.69 . \ 1.0 1.63 
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Table 11 Resultirg (4'i) for the Allowable stress Method 
Trial an:l Equatia, En:or c.c:atp.Iter 3.37 -• 1 •. -.: rL 
1 1 1 100 ft., ~ 
275 305 321 
1 1 l 
. 100 ft., rP7 
273 282 301 
l 1 1 150 ft. , ?'F=7 
340 364 390 
. 1 1 1 150 ft., n-9 . 
341 353 374 
1 1 1 200 ~• I n-9 
388 .393 428 
1 l l 200 tt., n-13 
388 381 406 
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Brio;,e Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
·'. Nluuber of Panels n=5 rF=7 r,:=1 n-9 n=9 rF=l3 
. 
• 
~ 1 1 l l 1 1 
~ (F.q. 3.47) 197 183 240 232 275 264 
Em (F.q. 3.50) 1.42 1.55 1.77 1.88 2.08 2.21 Ey 
-
. 
' 
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Table 13 0:111eriSa"1 of ReSl1J tin;J (~) for Allowable stress ard 
load Factor Methms 
Allowable Load 
stress Factor F.q. 3.47 
Method Method 
(F.q. 3. 37) (F.q. 3.47) F.q. 3.37 
1 1 
100 ft., n=5 1.40 
275 197 
1 1 
100 ft., n=7 1.50 
273 183 
~ 
~ 
l 1 
150 ft., n=7 1.42 
340 240 
1 1 
150 ft. , n--9 1.47 
341 232 
1 1 
200 ft., n-9 1.41 
388 275 
1 1 
200 ft., n=l3 1.47 
388 264 
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Bria;Je Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NIIUiber of panels n=5 n=7 r,=7 n-9 n-9 n=l3 
RRF > 1.0 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.75 Dead 
toad RRF = 1.0 0.73 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.73 0.76 
RRF < 1.0 0.77 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.78 
cptl 
RRF > 1.0 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.82 Live 
toad RRF = 1.0 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.84 
RRF < 1.0 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.87 
RRF > 1.0 0.75 0.59 0.74 0.62 o. 70 0.52 Dead 
Toad RRF = 1.0 0.55 0.42 0.61 0.51 0.64 0.48 
RRF < 1.0 0.54 0.45 0.51 0.38 
~tl- ~cl 
RRF > 1.0 0.43 0.38 a.so 0.45 0.53 0.40 Live 
Toad RRF = 1.0 0.28 0.23 0.39 0.33 0.46 0.36 
RRP' < 1.0 0.31 0.28 0.34 0.27 
RRF > 1.0 0.65 0.85 0.70 0.84 0.76 0.98 
~ad 
Toad RRF • 1.0 0.91 1.10 0.85 0.99 0.82 1.04 
RRP' < 1.0 1.20 0.94 1.07 0.99 1.18 
~tl+ ~Cl 
RRF > 1.0 1.31 1.28 1.14 1.21 1.15 1.24 Live 
Ioad RRF • 1.0 1.42 1.49 1.29 1.35 1.20 1.32 
RRF < 1.0 1.§0 1.37 1.44 1.36 1.49 
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• 
n 5 7 9 11 13 15 
·• 
J _ ~-- 1.26 1.35 1.39 1.41 . 1.45 1.48 
·(~~-
q>t 0.63 0.45 0.35 0.28 0.26 0.22 
!~v+ o.sq>t 1.58 1.58 1.57 1.55 1.58 1.59 
•• 
~~._.+ ~t 1.89 1.80 1.74 1.69 1.71 1.70 
·-
.. 
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Table 16 Exanple Data 
A. Dita O:acat.:n For all 'lhree Methods 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NIDllber of panels n=5 rP7 n=7 n-9 n=9 n=l3 
o< 1.35 1.61 1.31 1.47 1.29 1.54 
~ 0.67 0.78 0.64 0.73 0.63 0.76 
~ 0.71 0.84 0.74 0.84 0.78 0.95 
w (k/ft) 3.58 3.58 3.88 3.88 4.16 4.16 _, 
i9(L+-I) (k) 82.0 82.0 86.8 86.8 89.2 89.2 'It. 
d = ~15 (ft) 6.67 6.67 10.0 10.0 13.33 13.33 
B. Additiooal I)lta 
Brick]e Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
"' VD 2.13 2.8 3.47 
VL 1.47 1.8 2.13 
Af (in2) 51.4 79.3 113.6 
Aa (in2) 118.75 194.5 291.3 
I (in4 X 105) 
·a 12.1 5.0 1.54 
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Table 17 am Fo?O!S to be carried by the Alternate 
(Allowable stress ~' fall= 27 ksi) 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NI 1111ber of panels n=S n=7 rr-7 n-9 n-9 n=l3 
~ (in2) 18.8 16.0 25.2 22.1 32.4 26.9 t1.I I 
FBI., (k). 507.8 432.6 681.5 595.6 876.0 725.2 
Fr ·m. (k) 459.3 455.5 588.8 587.0 745.0 744.0 
' 
Fr!Rn (k) 234.3 236.2 327.8 325.2 444.l 447.8 
F'l'L (k) 330.1 281.2 443.0 387.1 569.4 471.4 
(~/l) 1/275 1/273 1/340 1/341 1/388 1/388 
B. Fracture scenario 
Bri&le Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NI DliJer of Panels ~5 n-7 r,=.7 n-9 n--9 n=13 
l . 
' ". ,• .. 
~ (in2) 20.7 17.6 27.7 24.3 35.6 29.6 - HI I 
FRl"r (k) 299.6 307.l 327.1 321.6 341.6 333.6 
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Table 18 ~ am FO?:a?S to be carried by the Alternate (Toad Factor Method, fy = 36 ksi) 
A. Midspan Fract,rre 
Bri~ Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
NI nnber of panels ~5 
-n=7 n=7 n-9 n=9 n=13 
]t,. ( in2) 14.2 12. 7 14.8 13.3 15.4 13.1 ....... 
FBL (k) 511.9 457.9 531.7 477.3 554.9 473.2 
F _ (k) 
lm 514.5 535.7 510.4 522.7 524.4 539.4 
Fr'Rn (k) 181.7 192.3 196.7 200.5 216.4 224.8 
FTL (k) 256.0 229.0 265.9 238.7 277.5 236.6 
('1/l) 1/197 1/183 1/240 1/232 1/275 1/264 
B. Fracture in the First Interior Panel 
Bria:Je Span 100 ft 
NI mlber of Panels n-5 n-7 
-~ 
!~ 1.29 1.38 
~. 
(in2) 18.3 17.5 
Fem (k) 548.8 571.5 
FCRn (k) 234.4 265.4 
' Frrr. (k) 330.2 316.0 
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150 ft 
n-7 
1.38 
20.4 
544.5 
271.5 
366.9 
n-9 
1.43 
19.0 
557.5 
286.7 
341.3 
• 
• 
200 ft 
n-9 n=l3 
1.43 1.47 
22.0 19.3 
559.3 575.4 
309.5 330.4 
396.8 347.8 
Table 19 REq,inn Ast am the Resultin:J (4'~) 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bria]e Span 100 ft 150 ft 
NtJJDber of panels ' n=S r,:=7 n=:7 n=9 
', 
Am. (in2) 18.8 AllC1.tlable 16.0 25.2 22.1 
stress ~ l l l l Method -~ 275 273 340 341 
Am. (in2) 14.2 12.7 14.8 13.3 I.oad Factor ~ 1 1 l 1 Met:hcd -~ · 197 183 240 232 
&nviceability 
Method AaL 18.1 18.4 
(4'~) lim • 1/300 
B. criticaJ Fract,,re Scenario (Am) 
Brici;e Span 100 ft 
N\11uber of Panels n-5 r:,,-7 
Allowable Am. (in2) stress 20.7 17.6 Method 
load Am. (in2) Factor 18.3 17.5 Method 
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150 ft 
n-7 
.. 
27.7 
20.4 
n-9 
24.3 
19.0 
' 
• 
200 ft 
n-9 n=l3 
32.4 26.9 
1 l 
388 388 
15.4 13.1 
1 1 
275 264 
200 ft 
Jl-9 n=l3 
35.6 29.6 
22.0 19.3 
...,, 
'Iahle20 
100~ 
n li 5 
a:t.l c an 6. 5x65 
I.ateral. A= 19.2 
Di~1:al r = 2.39 
7x54.5 
A= 16. 
r = 1 . .___ 
c.tcas 13 • 5x80. 13 • 5x80. 
~ A• 23.7 A= 23. 
~.~ ...... r = 3.24 r = 3.2 
~ 13.5x42 
Bta:::in;J A = 12. 
DiaJ:1 al r = 2. IY'W 
'lt:p 10. 5'x6l. 10. 5x50. 
lateral A= 17.9 A• 14. 
DiapaJ r • 2.92 r • 2.~ ...... 
150 tt 200 ft 
1Sx]05. 
A= 31. 
r = 3.4 
J2x58.5 
A= 17. 
r = 2.9 
13.SXSO. 
A• 23. 
r • 3.2 
.. 
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18X75 16.SxllO. 
A = 22. A = 32. 5 
]5xJ05. 
A== 31. 
r = 3.4 
]5x58 
A== 17. 
r = 2. 
r = 3.59 
l8x]30 
A= 38.2 
r = 3.78 
l8x80 
A= 23.5 
r = 2.50 
16.Sx70. 16.Sxl.OO. 
A = 20. A • 29.5 
r = 2.4 r • 3.56 
n=13 
6x95 
A= 27 .9 
r = 1.68 
l.8xl.30 
A= 38.2 
r = 3.78 
l8xSO 
A= 23. 
r • 2.,JVI 
J2x81 
A= 23. 
r= 3.-
I , . 
Table 21 MaxilllJDl stresses (ksi) in Verificatiai of Allowable stress Methcxi 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
Number of panels n=5 rr=:7 n=7 n--9 n9 n=l3 
Bottan lateral Diaga,a] 
f 25.2 25.3 27.8 28.2 29.6 29.3 ft,max 4.9 8.8 3.8 7.0 3.1 7.8 r,max 18.1 16.7 19.6 18.8 19.6 16.4 ;:111 .c 
cross Bracin;;J Horizontal 
~,max .# 
15.4 13.1 16.9 15.4 18.6 16.3 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.9 19.9 ·a11.c 
cross Biacm;;J Diaga,al 
~,max 7.0 10.8 6.4 9.6 6.2 10.5 19.1 19.1 20.0 19.0 19.2 19.2 all.c 
Tq> lateral Diaga,aJ 
~,max 8.7 9.7 8.4 9.4 8.7 10.0 19.1 19.7 19.4 18.7 19.6 19.7 •11 .c 
B. Critical rracture SCenario 
Briaje Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
Nl nnber of Panels n-5 n-7 n-7 n--9 n--9 n-13 
Bottan Iateral Diaga1aJ 
f 22.2 23.2 24.8 25.5 26.8 27.9 ft,max 6.2 9.1 4.8 6.4 3.8 7.5 ~,max 18.9 17.8 16.1 17.1 20.1 20.4 all.c 
. 
Cress Br.acm;;J Horizaital ~ 
~,max 14.6 13.0 16.8 15.7 18.8 16.4 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.9 19.9 all.c 
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Table 22 ca11eriSC11 of the Foz:ces Actirg a1 the Cross Bracirg for each of the caaq:uter ?tkdels 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
Nlnnber of panels n=5 n-7 n-7 n-9 n=9 n=13 
u (k) 
Siltplified Jtblel 555.2 575.9 732.0 759.1 947.9 982.2 (Art. 3.1) 
Verificaticm Model 447.2 436.9 623.9 624.4 829.5 829.1 (Art. 7 .1) 
F (k) 
Silplified Model 230.8 191.8 348.8 310.0 477.4 387.9 (Art. 3.1) 
Verificatiai ~l 260.8 207.6 391.1 344.1 541.9 455.5 (Art. 7 .1) 
(U+F)/2 (k) 
Silplified Model 393.0 383.9 540.0 534.6 712.7 685.1 (Art. 3.1) 
Verif icatie11 1'kldel 354.0 322.3 507.5 484.3 685.7 642.3 (Art. 7 .1) (-lOI) (-161) (-61) (-91) (-41) (-6%) 
(U-F)/2 (k) 
Silplified 1'tml 162.2 192.1 192.0 224.6 235.3 297.2 (Art. 3.1) 
Verificatiai M:del 93.2 114.7 116.4 140.2 143.8 186.8 (Art. 7 .1) (-43%) (-40%) (-391) (-381) (-39%) (-371) 
• 
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Table 23 Veriticaticn stmy for the Ioad Factor Method (Midspan Fracture) 
Bott.an Closs cra;s Top lateral Bracmj Bracmj lateral Diagaaal Horizartal Diagonal Diagonal 
Soctia'l wr 10.SxSO.S WI' 12x65.5 WI' 7X26.5 wr 9x38 
Area (in2) 14.9 19.3 7.81 11.2 
' MininDn Radius 2.97 1.88 2.54 of Gyratiai (in) 
B. MmdnJm FOJ:oes FlClll o 11plter cntp.it ca11.ered to Maxim.ml Forces Pr-'1 ctEd Fran Flpltia,s 
lk>ttan Ctoss cross Top Iateral Bracmj 
' BtacinJ lateral Diaga.a] Horizart:al Diaga,al Diagc:ntl 
ca11uter Force 394 k 471 k 145 k ' 195 k 
MmdnJm Force 458 k 536 k 192 k ' 229 k Predjct:Ed 
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Table 24 Verificaticn Sbcy for the toad Factor Method (FlacbJre in the First Interior Panel) 
A. Prq>ert.ies of Members Olosen 
Bottan Q:oos Cl:oes Top Iateral Braci.rg Biaci.rg Iateral Diaga,al Horizartal Diagca,al Diagonal 
Sectia1 wr 16.Sx?0.5 wr 12x13 WI' 7x34 wr 9x48.5 
Area (in2) 20.8 21.5 9.99 14.3 
" Mi.ninJm Radius 
-- 3.01 1.81 2.56 of Gyratie11 (in) 
B. 
lk>ttan Cl.'CSS Cloos Top 
Iataral Bracmj BracinJ Iateral Diaga,al Horizartal Diaga,al Diagonal 
o 11p.rt:er Force 612 k 460 k 126 k 138 k 
... 
MaxinDD Foroe 734 k 545 k 272 k 367 k Pradjcted 
• 
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Table 25 Fract,11 Id Girder Deflectia1 at Midspan for Midspan Fl.acture ( in) 
Bricge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft 
Nlmblr of panels n-5 n-7 rr-7 n-9 n-9 n=l3 
Simplified Model 3.73 3.99 4.62 4.81 5.61 5.91 (Art. 3.1) t 
Verificatiai M:del 3.86 4.14 4.93 5.18 6.08 6.44 (Art. 7.1) 
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AXLE No. I 
10 
AXLE NO. I 
12 
AXLE NI. I 
TYPICAL LEGAL LOAD TYP£S 
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Fig. 1 AASHTO Highway Bridge Rating Vehicles (Ref. 4) 
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___......_ Horiza Ital Plana 
·. 
' \ / \ I 
_J- \ / 
-, - ..... \(.. 
I ' 
--- - - -- ~ -I 
- - -
-- Vertical Planes 
--- Horizcrtta J Plane 
Fig. 2 Three components of the Alternate Load Path 
n@ (2/n) • ~ Vertical Planes 
s 
Fig. 3 Typical Top Lateral Bracing-system configuration 
Fig. 4 Typical Bottom Lateral Bracing Systea Configuration 
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Fig. 5 Typical Variations of Top and Bottom Lateral Bracing Configurations 
' 
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(a) ere.. Bracirq 
Fig. 6 Typical Croaa and Truss Bracing Configurations 
' 
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level of top lateral bracin;J 
level of bottan 
........... lateral bracirg 
(a) Cl::oss Bracirg 
IrstaJ latiai of Tep Iateral 
Bracirq System 
(b) 
-- ----
level of batten 
lateral bracirg 
Fig. 7 Typical Configurations of Existing Two-Girder Bridges 
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(a) cross secticn 
...... ~ • ,., •• ,·, ,.'.o"' r ....... c ... _, ,r.a. .. r/ a...,, a:~J 
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.J 
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. . ' 0 .,,.. ,. - " 
---"---- ----------·----·-- -· . -------...... ----~B--* __ r_•_· ,_,.,_-__ : _r-__ c______ ------- -- ---
(b) Elevatioo 
3@ 20 1 1.5' 15' 
/ 
• 
'~,•----------------------utl~DrMll:&.(~w•e~«~«~~se£~f~·C:...14~, •• ~------------• - . .,. 
(c) Tq> ard a.sttan lateral Bracin; 
Fig. 8 Details of the Bridge in Ref. 10 
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't_ Fracb11'8d Gil:mr 
(a) 'Ihree Horizcrital [Plan View] 
-----~-- -~----
' 
' 
- -
' 
--~ 
Fig. 9 Support Boundary Conditions for t~a Computer Model 
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X 
1 .. 
FracbJred Girder 
Ax= 106 1n2 
A,c = 0.001 in2 . 
I I I Ix = 106 1n• 
f 
X 
Fig. 10 Adjustments in Computer Model to Prevent any 
Relative Movement Between the Two Girders 
' -I J.. -
.J. - --
-
' 
-~ 
' 
' 
r:;::;:7 
Iagit,Jd:JM] 
Via, ........--- Iat:aral Via, 
Deck Link: .. I • 0 
' Fig. 11 Deck Link Members to Transfer Dead toad to Girders 
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Plan 
Number of members am elements 
~ 75 
Floorbeam 80 
~ Link 32 
Girder Top Flange 60 
Top lateral Diagonal 16 
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APPENDIX A: Nomenclature 
lergth of a bottan lateral diagonal 
le.t'X]th o·f the panel 
'lhe fraction of total live, L, plus impact, I, load on the ftactured girder 
r D Toad factor for dead load 
rL Toad factor for live plus illpact loads 
lim 
Vertical displacement of fractured girder at midspan due to 
midspan fracture 
r,irnitirg deflection-to-span-lergth ratio for midspan fracture 
E ed strain of the bottan lateral tension diaga,al in the erd panel 
Enn 
Ey 
critical em slope for fracture in the em panel [F,q. 3.35] 
Force applied to the bot.tan flarge of the fractured girder 
on half the span by the bottan lateral bracirg diagonals 
Strergth reduction factor 
Ratio of maxinnnn ca,pressive stress in a bottan lateral diagonal. dlie to fracture in the first intel-ior panel to the 
maxi:nnnn tensile stress due to midspan fracture 
Allplification factor to account for the in a.ease in the 
maxi:nnnn force in a bottan , lateral diagonal [load Factor Method] 
Average area of one girder bottan flarqe 
Effective area of one girder bottan flarge (Af + 0.3 ~] 
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·<> 
,· 
d 
Average area of a girder 
Area of girder web 
Depth of girder 
Dead load effect 
Elon;ation of the bottan lateral tension diagonal in the errl pane.l 
Elon;ation of the midspan bottan lateral di~gonals 
Yc:urg' s !tt:dl1J us 
fa Maxim.ml axial_ .. ?=Btpression stress 
fall Allowable tensile stress 
fall,c Allowable o:i1pressive stress 
fc,max MaxiJmJm caupressive stress in a nenber 
f0 Dead load stress 
fL Live load plus i :rrpact stress 
ft,max MaximJm tensile stress in a me11iber 
fy Yield stress 
F 
Fm, 
FCPD 
FCffi 
FTL 
FY 
h 
Foroas fran the bottan lateral diagonals actirg on the fracb,red girder 
Force in the midspan bottan lateral diaga,als due to midspan fl.acb1:ra 
Force in a aass bracirq diaga,al 
Force in a C11CSS bracirq horizontal 
Fores in a top lateral bracirq diagonal 
Yield force [ (~) (fy)] 
Horizootal displacement of the fract,,red girder at midspan due to midspan fracture 
· 
Average nanent of inertia of a girder 
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K 
ler,glh of a a:oss bracirg d1 agonal 
lergth of a bot.tan lateral diaga-.al 
lergth of a ctOSs bracirg horizcmtal 
Effective lergth factor 
Span lergth 
~(L+-I) Live load plus i.npact effect 
n 
r radius of gyration 
stiffness paraD:!ter which is a functia1 of the ratio of the axial stiffness of a bottan lateral diagonal member to the axial stiffness of the effective area of the bottcm flarge 
RF Rati.rq Factor 
RRF Ratirg Factor 
S Giro.er spaci.rq 
Su Member strenJth 
u 
w 
COefficient which ac:xn.urt:s for the bottan lateral diagonal foroe distril:utioo for dead load (Se?:viceability Method] 
COefficient which rmirits for the bottan lateral diagonal force distril:uticn for live plus iupact loads [Se?:viceability Method] 
Forces flan the lxJttan lateral diagcmals acti.rq en the unfracb,rai girder 
.. 
COefficient which accoonts for the bottan lateral cliaga-.al force distril:utiai for dead load [Allowable stress Method] 
COefficient which aexxt111ts for the bottan lateral diagoral force distril:ution for live plus impact loads [Allowable stress Method] 
Weight of the 
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